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2. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code 
Annotated §78a-4-103(2)(e). 
3. ISSUES, STANDARD OF REVIEW, PRESERVATION 
Issue I: Whether the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent is a recognized in Utah as a defense 
~ against a charge of wiretapping under U.C.A. §77-23A-4. 
Standard of Review: "The standard of review for a conclusion of law is one of 
correctness, giving no particular deference to the trial court's decision." State v. James, 
819 P.2d 781 (Utah 1991) (Cert. denied). 
Preservation: Appellant filed a Motion in Limine to include evidence of suspected 
sexu~l abuse of her child as a defense to the wiretapping charge. The motion was denied. 
Appellant subsequently pled guilty to a third degree felony wiretapping charge as part of 
a conditional Sery plea in order to preserve this issue on appeal. 
Issue II: Whether, if the defense exists, the trial improperly analyzed Ms. Smith's 
proffered evidence of good faith and reasonable belief in suspected abuse by applying the 
wrong legal standard. 
Standard of Review: "The standard of review for a conclusion of law is one of 
Vii) correctness, giving no particular deference to the trial court's decision." State v. James, 
819 P.2d 781 (Utah 1991) (Cert. denied). 
5 
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Preservation: The trial court denied Appellant's motion to allow the defense of 
vicarious consent. Appellant subsequently pled guilty to a third degree felony 
wiretapping charge as part of a conditional Sery plea in order to preserve this issue on 
~ appeal. 
4. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Teri Anne Smith was charged with three counts of Wiretapping or Unlawful 
Interception of Communication. The "wiretapping" of her estranged husband, Greg 
Smith, allegedly occurred on three dates: February 14, 2012; February 20; 2012; and 
~ March 7, 2012. (R. at 1-2). During pretrial proceedings, Defense Counsel submitted a 
Motion in Limine to admit evidence of Ms. Smith's belief that Mr. Smith, the alleged 
victim, was sexually abusing their toddler-aged daughter. (R. at 72-87). Defense Counsel 
sought to admit this evidence as part of a defense under the Doctrine of Vicarious 
Consent. Id. The Doctrine of Vicarious Consent allows parents to consent to the 
recording of conversations or interactions others have with their minor child on behalf of 
that minor child. Whether or not the Doctrine is a recognized defense to wiretapping is an 
issue of first impression in Utah, but it has been adopted in several other jurisdictions 
including many federal jurisdictions. 
At a pre-trial hearing on Defense Counsel's Motion in Limine, the Court refused 
to admit the evidence of suspected child abuse and noted two concerns. (R. at 407). First, 
the Court did not believe the defense was available in this jurisdiction. Id. Second, the 
Court was concerned that, even if the defense did exist, it would not be applicable under 
these circumstances because the device used to record the interactions was a continuous 
6 
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listening device that recorded interactions other than those between Mr. Smith and the 
minor children. Id. Following the Court's refusal to admit the evidence, Ms. Smith 
entered a conditional Sery plea to preserve these evidentiary concerns for appeal. (R. at 
150). 
5. RELEVANT FACTS 
Teri Anne Smith was charged with three counts of Wiretapping or Unlawful 
Interception of Communication. (R. at 1-2). The wiretapping of Greg Smith, allegedly 
occurred on three dates: February 14, 2012; February 20; 2012; and March 7, 2012. On 
~ February 14, 2012, Mr. Smith allegedly found a recording device in his child's diaper or 
clothing bag. Id. On February 20, 2012, Mr. Smith allegedly found a recording device that 
had been placed in his child's coat pocket. Id. And lastly, on March 7, 2012, Mr. Smith 
allegedly found another recording device in his daughter's bag. Id. 
,··\ 
Vi/ii 
In an effort to establish a defense under the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent, Ms. 
Smith filed a Motion in Limine, seeking to introduce evidence of suspected sexual abuse 
of her daughter, not to prove the truth of the matters asserted, but as evidence of her good 
faith belief that she was acting in the best interest of her children to protect them from 
being sexually abused by Mr. Smith. (R. at 72-87) (See Addendum 1 ). 
This evidence included Ms. Smith's contact with Layton City Police Department 
Detective Chad Jones, Division of Child and Family Services, the Children's Justice 
Center of Davis County (CJC-Davis), and Children's Justice Center of Weber/Morgan 
~ County, beginning January 24, 2012 and ending June 05, 2012. (R. at 226-237, 304-340) 
(See Addendum 1). Ms. Smith also had her daughter examined by several medical 
7 
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-. 
\{Ji) 
professionals once she began to suspect her daughter was being sexually abused. (R. at 
331-338) (See Addendum 1). 
Ms. Smith's interactions with Det. Jones included her initial report of suspected 
~ sexual abuse; follow-up emails regarding her daughter's unusual comments, behavior, 
and medical concerns; concerns about images of pornography she discovered on her 
home computer; and steps she was taking to ensure her daughter was receiving proper 
medical care. (R. at 226-237, 304-340) (See Addendum 1). In addition, Ms. Smith had 
her daughter interviewed by CJC-Davis staff and examined by their medical staff 
~ following the initial reporting. (R. at 331-338) (See Addendum 1). 
Ms. Smith also had her daughter examined by her pediatrician, a dermatologist, 
physicians at Primary Children's Medical Center, and ER staff at Ogden Regional 
Medical Center. (R. at 331-338) (See Addendum 1). These examinations each occurred 
subsequent to Ms. Smith observing rashes, bruises, and apparent vaginal swelling or 
irritation on her daughter following scheduled visitations with Mr. Smith. (R. at 210-213) 
(See Addendum 1 ). Furthermore, the child made several disconcerting comments that 
were relayed to Det. Jones which included statements about sleeping in the same bed 
with her father, showering naked with her father, putting things into her vagina, receiving 
'French' kisses from her father, and reports of bleeding in her underwear. Id. The medical 
examinations were unable to rule out sexual abuse as the root cause of the child's medical 
problems. Id. As such, Ms. Smith sought counseling for her daughter and filed for a 
~ restraining order against Mr. Smith on February 10, 2012. (R. at 318) (See Addendum 1). 
8 
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On two separate occasions, May 2012 and June 2012, Det. Jones noted that the 
Davis County Attorney's Office declined to prosecute the allegations reported by Ms. 
Smith. (R. at 329-330) (See Addendum 1 ). 
On January 28, 2016, the District Court judge denied Ms. Smith's motion, finding 
the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent was not a recognized defense in Utah. (R. at 407). In 
addition, the trial court noted that even if the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent were an 
available defense it would not apply to Ms. Smith's case as she used a continuous 
recording device that recorded conversations and interactions beyond those between the 
~ minor children and Mr. Smith. (R. at 407). 
On January 28, 2016 Ms. Smith plead guilty to Count One as a conditional Sery 
plea to preserve her right to appeal the evidentiary ruling. (R. at 150). 
6. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
During the pre-trial phase, Ms. Smith's counsel filed a motion in limine to admit 
evidence of suspected child abuse in order to support a defense of vicarious consent due 
to a reasonable and good faith belief in the need to protect her child. (R. at 72-87) (See 
Addendum 1). Defense Counsel argued the Court's only responsibility was in 
determining the availability of the defense and from then on it merely needed to act as 
gatekeeper on the admissibility of the proffered evidence. (R. at 361-407). The judge 
denied the motion citing the current non-availability of the defense in Utah and the lack 
of applicability under the specific factual scenario of the instant matter. (R. at 407). These 
~ conclusions were incorrect for several reasons: (1) the court did not necessarily preclude 
the availability of the defense and the weight of persuasive authority favors adoption of 
9 
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the doctrine; (2) once the doctrine was adopted as a recognized defense, the Court only 
needed to examine the evidence to meet a preponderance of the evidence standard; and 
(3) the Court unnecessarily evaluated the weight and credibility of the evidence proffered 
.;;; to support Ms. Smith's vicarious consent defense. 
The Court's refusal to allow the defense was improper as the weight of persuasive 
authority and policy arguments favor the adoption of the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent 
in Utah. The Doctrine is allowed under the federal statute, which bears remarkable 
similarities to the Utah statute, and outlined in federal case law similar to the instant 
@ matter. The policy underpinnings of the doctrine, namely, allowing parents to protect 
their minor children, is readily applicable in Utah case law and the case at bar. 
Once the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent is a recognized defense under the Utah 
wiretapping statute, the Court then needed to determine the admissibility of Ms. Smith's 
proffered evidence. The proffered evidence was specifically intended to demonstrate Ms. 
Smith's good faith and reasonable belief in a need to protect her children from further 
abuse. Such preliminary issues are only subject to Utah Rule of Evidence 104, requiring 
vlJ the Court to only examine whether a reasonable jury could find by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the preliminary condition existed. However, The Court and State's Counsel 
erroneously applied the clear and convincing evidence standard to the proffered evidence 
during the hearing on Ms. Smith's motion. (R. at 382). 
Because the Court erroneously concluded that the availability of the defense would 
;.;;;J hinge on the specific facts of the case at bar, it proceeded to evaluate the weight and 
credibility of Ms. Smith's claims. (R. at 3 61-407). After weighing the credibility of Ms. 
10 
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Smith's claim under the improper clear and convincing standard, the Court necessarily 
concluded the defense would not, even if recognized by Utah law, apply to the facts and 
evidence provided by Ms. Smith. (R. at 407). 
I. 
7. DETAIL OF THE ARGUMENT 
THE TRIAL COURT INCORRECTLY DENIED MS. SMITH'S MOTION 
TO ADMIT EVIDENCE OF SUSPECTED SEXUAL ABUSE. 
The trial court's failure to admit Ms. Smith's evidence of suspected child abuse was 
an incorrect legal ruling for several reasons. First, the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent 
should be recognized in Utah as a viable defense to a charge of wiretapping. Second, 
once the defense is recognized, the elements of good faith belief and reasonableness 
under the circumstances are issues for the trier of fact. State v. Lucero, 2014 UT 15, ,119. 
Lastly, Rule 104 of the Utah Rules of Evidence allows such preliminary issues of fact to 
be admitted under a preponderance of the evidence standard, which Ms. Smith met. State 
v. Poole, 2010 UT 25, ,122. 
The Court of Appeals reviews a trial court's legal conclusions as to the admissibility 
of evidence under a correctness standard. State v. Ramirez, 817 P .2d 77 4 (Utah 1991 ). 
When reviewing a trial court's legal conclusions for correctness, the appellate court 
decides the matter for itself and does not defer in any degree to the trial judge's 
~ determination of law. State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 936 (Utah 1994). This is because 
appellate courts have traditionally been seen as having the power and duty to say what 
the law is and to ensure that it is uniform throughout the jurisdiction. Id. This is of 
particular importance in issues of first impression, such as in the instant matter. 
11 
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A. The Doctrine of Vicarious Consent should be recognized in Utah as a 
viable defense to a charge of wiretapping. 
The vicarious consent doctrine has not been addressed by any state court in Utah. 
However, various federal and state court holdings support the adoption of vicarious 
consent as an exception to Utah Code § 77-23a-4. There are two main cases courts 
discuss when deciding whether to adopt this doctrine, Pollock v. Pollock, 154 F.3d 601 
~ (6th Cir. 1998), and Thompson v. Dulaney, 838 F. Supp. 1535 (D. Utah 1993). Both cases 
adopted the vicarious consent doctrine as an exception to the federal wiretap statute. See 
18 u.s.c. § 2511. 
Thompson involved a case on remand by the Tenth Circuit Court concerning a 
defendant who had made recordings of her ex-husband and their children. Thompson, 838 
F. Supp. at 1537. The defendant tried to admit recordings that she had made between her 
ex-husband and their children during a custody hearing in a Utah State court. Id. The 
defendant was then sued by the ex-husband in a civil case for allegedly violating the 
federal wiretap statute. Id at 1537-38. The District Court had previously dismissed the 
claim, and the husband appealed the matter to the Tenth Circuit Court. Id at 1538. The 
Tenth Circuit noted the defendant's argument that "she consented to the tapping" 
between her ex-husband and her children "as a parent acting in the best interests of her 
@ minor children," and remanded the wiretap claims to the District Court to address that 
argument. Thompson v. Dulaney, 970 F.2d 744, 749 (10th Cir. 1992). On remand, the 
District Court adopted the vicarious consent doctrine and stated the exception was 
12 
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"permissible under both [federal law] and applicable Utah law." Thompson, 838 F. Supp. 
at 1544. 
In Thompson the defendant made many arguments for why she_ should be able to 
(i) vicariously consent on behalf of her minor children. She argued that "the rights 
associated with being a parent are fundamental and basic rights and therefore, she should 
be afforded wide latitude in making decisions for her children," and that "Utah statutory 
law gives parents the right to consent to legal action on behalf of a minor child in other 
situations, such as marriage, medical treatment and contraception." Id. She further argued 
that "as the legal guardian of the children, Utah law allows her to make decisions on 
behalf of her children" so that the "parental right to consent on behalf of minor children 
who lack legal capacity to consent and who cannot give actual consent, is a necessary 
parental right." Id. 
The District Court agreed and stated, "Utah law clearly vests the legal custodian of 
a minor child with certain rights to act on behalf of that minor child." Id. The court 
further stated that in that instance, where the father was allegedly interfering with the 
relationship between the defendant and her children, "or perhaps a more extreme example 
of a parent who was making abusive or obscene phone calls threatening or intimidating 
minor children, vicarious consent is necessary to enable the guardian to protect the 
children from further harassment in the future." Id ( emphasis added). As such, the court 
held that the defendant could vicariously consent on behalf of her children, stating, "[ a ]s 
;.;;J long as the guardian has a good faith basis that it is objectively reasonable for believing 
that it is necessary to consent on behalf of her minor children to the taping of phone 
13 
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conversations, vicarious consent will be permissible in order for the guardian to fulfill her 
statutory mandate to act in the best interests of the children." Thompson, 83 8 F. Supp. at 
1544. Therefore, the recording would then be lawful as at least one party, the minor child 
through his parent, had consented to the recording. See 18 U.S.C. § 25 l 1(2)(d); see also 
Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b). 
In the second case, Pollock v. Pollock, the court considered a lower court ruling 
adopting the vicarious consent doctrine. The matter stemmed from a "bitter and 
protracted child custody dispute" in which the defendant "taped certain telephone 
~ conversations" between her children and her ex-husband and his wife. Pollock, 154 F.3d 
at 603. The defendant argued she "'vicariously consented' to the recording on behalf of 
[her daughter], a minor child in her custody, because she was concerned that [the ex-
husband] was emotionally abusing" the daughter. Id. The defendant claimed that the 
reason she recorded the telephone calls was because she believed her fourteen-year-old 
daughter was being emotionally and psychologically "pressure[ d]" by the ex-husband. Id. 
The district court dismissed the 18 U.S.C. § 2511 claims and adopted the vicarious 
consent doctrine as an exception under 18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(d). Id at 605. 
The Sixth Circuit reviewed Thompson, and other cases, and adopted the standard 
in Thompson holding that "as long as the guardian has a good faith, objectively 
reasonable basis for believing that it is necessary and in the best interest of the child to 
consent on behalf of his or her minor child to the taping of telephone conversations, the 
~ guardian may vicariously consent on behalf of the child to the recording." Pollock, 154 
F .3d at 61 0.The court stated that "there are situations, such as verbal, emotional, or 
14 
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sexual abuse by the other parent, that make such a doctrine necessary to protect the child 
from harm." Id at 610. While the court refused to place an age limit for which a parent 
may vicariously consent for their child "as not all children develop emotionally and 
intellectually on the same timetable," they did note the need for such consent and 
protection "is especially true in the case of children who are very young." Id. 
Both Thompson and Pollock explain the need for the vicarious consent exception 
to wiretap statutes. The main concern of these cases is to protect the child from an 
abusive situation with the other parent. The exact concern is at issue in the present case. 
Even though these two cases adopted the vicarious consent doctrine for the federal 
wiretap statute, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, the Utah wiretap statute's consent provision, Utah 
Code§ 77-23a-4, is almost identical to that of the federal statute in substance. In addition, 
the logical reasoning and policy concerns which led Thompson and Pollock to adopt the 
doctrine are implicated in the instant matter. 
The Utah statute provides: 
A person not acting under color of law may intercept a wire, electronic, or 
oral communication if that person is a party to the communication or one of 
the parties to the communication has given prior consent to the 
interception, unless the communication is intercepted for the purpose of 
committing any criminal or tortious act in violation of state or federal laws. 
Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b) (emphasis added). 
The federal statute provides: 
It shall not be unlawful under this chapter [18 USCS §§ 2510 et seq.] for a 
person not acting under color of law to intercept a wire, oral, or electronic 
communication where such person is a party to the communication or 
where one of the parties to the communication has given prior consent to 
15 
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-~ 
such interception unless such communication is intercepted for the purpose 
of committing any criminal or tortious act in violation of the Constitution or 
laws of the United States or of any State. 
18 U.S.C. § 2511 (2)( d) ( emphasis added). Both statutes allow for one-party consent to 
any recording of a communication, which would make a concerned parent exempt from 
liability under the wiretap statutes if they are able to vicariously consent for their minor 
child. 
Both federal courts and state courts have addressed whether to adopt the doctrine. 
Few federal courts, and only one circuit court, have specifically addressed the vicarious 
~ consent doctrine, and whether it applied to the wiretap statute. Almost all federal courts 
who have addressed the doctrine went on to adopt it. 1 See Pollock v. Pollock, 154 F .3d 
601, 610 (6th Cir. 1998); Dahl v. Dahl, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22365, at 18-20. (D. Utah 
Feb. 19, 2013), decided on other grounds, 744 F.3d 623 (10th Cir. 2014); Isaacson v. 
Isaacson, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37762, at 11 (W.D. Okla. Apr. 6, 2011); Babb v. 
Eagleton, 616 F. Supp. 2d 1195, 1206 (N.D. Okla. 2007); Wagner v. Wagner, 64 F. Supp. 
2d 895, 900 (D. Minn. 1999); Thompson v. Dulaney, 838 F. Supp. 1535, 1544 (D. Utah 
1993). 
'\Ji) 
Furthermore, sixteen state courts have addressed whether or not the vicarious 
consent doctrine applied to their state statutes. Of those, twelve states found that there 
was some kind of vicarious consent exception to their state's wiretap statute. Silas v. 
1 From the Federal cases searched, vicarious consent for the wiretap statute was either adopted, referenced, or 
declined to be addressed due to the matter being decided on other grounds. Defendant could not find any federal 
cases explicitly declining to adopt the vicarious consent doctrine. 
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Silas, 680 So.2d 368, 371-72 (Ala. Civ. App. 1996); State v. Morrison, 203 Ariz. 489, 
490-91 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2002); G J. G v. L K.A, 2006 Del.Fam.Ct. LEXIS 92, at 31 (Del. 
Fam. Ct. 2006); State v. Spencer, 737 N.W.2d 124 (Iowa 2007); Smith v. Smith, 2004-
2168, at 10 (La. App. 1st Cir. 9/28/08), 923 So. 2d 732; Griffin v. Griffin, 2014 ME 70, ~ 
27, 92 A.3d 1144; State v. Diaz, 308 NJ Super 504, 516 (N.J. Sup. Ct. App. Div. 1998); 
People v. Badalamenti, 124 A.D.3d 672, 674 (N.Y. App. Div.) appeal granted, 2015 
N.Y. LEXIS 798 (N.Y. Mar. 31, 2015); Kroh v. Kroh, 152 N.C. App. 347, 352-53 (N.C. 
Ct. App. 2002); State v. Whitner, 399 S.C. 547,554 (2012); Lawrence v. Lawrence, 360 
~ SW3d 416,421 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2010); Alameda v. State, 235 S.W.3d 218,223 (Tex. 
Crim. App. 2007). 
~ Only four of the states that have addressed vicarious consent for their state wiretap 
statute have declined to adopt the doctrine. See Bishop v. State, 241 Ga. App. 517, 521 
(Ga. Ct. App. 1999); Williams v. Williams, 603 N.W.2d 114, 115 (Mich. Ct. App. 1999); 
State v. Christensen, 153 Wn.2d 186, 193-94 (Wash. 2004); West Virginia Dep 't of 
Health & Human Resources v. David L., 192 W. Va. 663,671 (1994) (Finding the 
vicarious consent exception did not apply where a third party placed a recording device in 
his ex-wife's home. However, the Court did examine the proffered evidence as to the 
father's reasonable belief and refused the defense under other grounds.). Importantly, two 
of the states declining to allow vicarious consent have state statutes requiring two-party 
consent for a conversation to even be recorded. See Williams v. Williams, 603 N.W.2d 
114, 115 (Mich. Ct. App. 1999) ( declining to create a vicarious consent exception to the 
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Michigan State statute); cf Sullivan v. Gray, 324 N.W.2d 58, 60 (Mich. Ct. App. 1982) 
(stating that the Michigan wiretap statute requires all parties to consent); State v. 
Christensen, 153 Wn.2d 186, 193-94 (Wash. 2004) (finding no vicarious consent 
exception as Washington State's wiretap statute requires consent from all parties 
involved). Moreover, one of these cases took place in Georgia, which has a state statute 
that specifically outlines the procedures necessary for vicarious consent of minor child to 
record phone calls. See Georgia Code Annotated§ 16-11-66(d). 
As outlined above, a significant majority of courts that have addressed the doctrine 
of vicarious consent, both federal and state, have gone on to adopt it including the Tenth 
Circuit. The weight of persuasive authority in favor of adopting the Doctrine of Vicarious 
@ Consent clearly leans in favor of adopting the defense under Utah's wiretapping statute. 
In addition, the similarity of Utah's wiretapping statute to the federal statute, gives rise to 
an inference that similar exceptions and defenses should be available under both statutes. 
Meaning, the federal case law adopting the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent as a defense to 
wiretapping is persuasive authority that a similar defense ought to be made available 
.;;;; under the Utah statute. 
The policy and reasoning behind the Vicarious Consent exception, to wiretapping 
charges, relies heavily on the belief that parents have a significant interest in protecting 
the health safety and welfare of the minor children under their care. The same policies 
and concerns are broadly applicable, including in the instant matter. Under the Doctrine 
of Vicarious Consent, the dividing line between an acceptable recording and an 
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unacceptable wiretapping should be drawn along a similar boundary. Meaning, recording 
of conversations involving one's minor child should be evaluated based on the 
reasonableness of the good faith belief in suspected abuse or the potential for serious 
harm to the minor child. To support this policy of protecting very young minor children 
from potential harm, the availability of the vicarious consent defense should be based on 
whether the parent has a good faith and reasonable belief that such a recording is 
necessary to protect the safety, health, and welfare of the minor child. 
As such, the defense of vicarious consent under the wiretapping statute should be 
recognized in Utah and in the instant matter. The policy and logical reasoning other 
federal and state courts have cited in adopting the vicarious consent doctrine are 
~ applicable to Utah and present in this matter. At the trial court, Ms. Smith argued that she 
vicariously consented on behalf of her minor children to record conversations between 
the children and Mr. Smith, as an exception under Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b). (R. at 72-
87, 361-407). Both Thompson and Pollock explained that the need for the vicarious 
consent exception was to protect children from an abusive situation with the other parent. 
Similar to Thompson and Pollock, Ms. Smith was concerned that her toddler-aged 
child was in danger of severe and ongoing sexual abuse at the hands of her father. (R. at 
209-340). Ms. Smith could not be present during the father's parent time and sought to 
protect the vulnerable minor, make certain she was safe from any potential abuse at the 
hands of her father, and if needed collect the necessary proof to provide to investigators. 
Indeed, Ms. Smith testified as to these concerns being the motivating force behind any 
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alleged wiretapping. The evidence sought to be admitted shows her belief was genuine 
and based on conversations with her child and the child's doctors and therapist. Under the 
vicarious consent doctrine, Ms. Smith would be lawfully allowed to consent to the 
Q recordings she attempted to make between her children and Mr. Smith. 
B. Under the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent, Ms. Smith's proffered evidence 
was admissible. 
The evidence proffered by Ms. Smith is not properly excluded under the Utah 
Rules of Evidence. The admissibility of evidence is a question of law. State v. Mickelson, 
848 P.2d 677, 684 (Utah Ct. App. 1992). Reviewing courts grant no deference to a trial 
court's decision on that issue, but review it for correctness. Id. Under Utah Rule of 
Evidence Rule 104, "[ w ]hen the relevance of evidence depends on whether a fact exists, 
proof must be introduced sufficient to support a finding that the fact does exist." Utah R. 
Evid. 104(b ). Under Rule 104, evidence is admissible before a jury if there is evidence 
@ sufficient to support a finding of a preliminary issue of fact. State v. Lucero, 2014 UT 15, 
~ 19. It is not the province of the court to weigh credibility of the evidence submitted to 
prove a preliminary issue of fact, the trial court is merely a gatekeeper to determining 
whether a jury could find the preliminary issue of fact to be established by a 
preponderance of the evidence. Id (emphasis added). As such, the trial court's 
examination of Ms. Smith's proffered evidence was improper. 
i. The trial court's examination of Ms. Smith's good faith and 
reasonable belief under the circumstances was both unnecessary 
and incorrectly conducted. 
The factual analysis done by the trial court in examining the circumstances of Ms. 
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Smith's good faith and reasonable belief was erroneously conducted. Under the Doctrine 
of Vicarious Consent, whether Ms. Smith had a good faith and reasonable belief in a need 
to protect her children from further abuse is a preliminary issue of fact. The rules of 
~ evidence generally do not apply to preliminary questions of fact which are to be 
determined under Utah R. Evid. 104(a), such as the admissibility of evidence. Utah R. 
Evid. 104(b)(l); State v. McArthur, 2000 UT App 23 (Utah Ct. App. 2000). As such, 
once the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent is recognized, the good faith and reasonableness 
of Ms. Smith's belief need only be proven by a preponderance of the evidence. 
In the instant matter, the trial court erred by examining the weight and credibility 
of Ms. Smith's proffered evidence and further erred by applying the wrong legal standard 
~ to those examinations. 
1. The court erred by examining the weight and credibility of 
Ms. Smith's claims as that is an issue for the trier of fact. 
The trial court unnecessarily examined the weight and credibility of the evidence 
proffered by Ms. Smith in support of her contentions of good faith and reasonable belief. 
It is not the province of the trial court to examine the weight and credibility of evidence 
offered as part of a rule 104 preliminary issues. Lucero, 2014 UT 15, 1 19. Instead the 
trial court simply acts as a gatekeeper by deciding whether or not a reasonable jury could, 
from the proffered evidence, decide that a preliminary issue of fact had been established. 
Id. 
In this instance, the trial court went beyond that face-level examination and used 
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~ 
those conclusions to erroneously deny Ms. Smith's motion. The trial court specifically 
noted, "I think [the doctrine of vicarious consent] has some potential viability if it were 
applied in a proper case ... I just don't believe this is the proper case ... " (R. at 407) 
(Emphasis added). The court then noted it was denying Ms. Smith's motion for that 
reason. Id. By noting that this case was not the proper application of the doctrine, the 
court acknowledged that it examined the factual circumstances surrounding Ms. Smith's 
claims of suspected abuse and then decided the defense should not be allowed. In that 
sense, the trial court incorrectly acted as the trier of fact on a preliminary issue. 
The trial court's evaluation of the factual circumstances of Ms. Smith's claims 
hinged upon the trial court's mistaken belief that the use of a continuous listening device 
~ somehow made the defense of vicarious consent unavailable to Ms. Smith. At the pre-
trial hearing, the trial court focused much of their questioning of Ms. Smith's defense on 
a belief that the use of a continuous listening device, a device that could potentially pick 
up conversations other than those between Mr. Smith and his minor child, meant Ms. 
Smith had exceeded the scope of a defense of vicarious consent. (R. at 361-407). The trial 
court believed that the defense of vicarious consent had only been applied to cases 
involving telephonic recordings. (R. at 406). However, cases applying this particular 
defense do not specifically limit the availability of the defense along those lines and, if 
they did, that limitation would be an issue for the trier of fact. Whether or not Ms. 
Smith's use of a continuous listening device under the circumstances of this case was 
reasonable and in good faith is an issue for the jury to decide. 
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Several cases have applied the defense of vicarious consent in circumstances 
beyond telephonic recordings and even in circumstances involving continuous listening 
devices. State v. Duchow, involved parents who put a voice activated recording device in 
their child's backpack before he got on the school bus. State v. Duchow, 2008 WI 57 
(Wis. 2008). In Duchow the parents were concerned that their disabled son was being 
bullied by the bus driver and implemented the use of the recording device in order to 
assist them in protecting the interests of their disabled child who was unable to protect 
himself. Id. In a criminal proceeding against the same bus driver for abusing this minor 
~ child, the judge ruled the recordings were admissible against the bus driver and not 
unlawfully obtained citing the vicarious consent exception. Id. In State v. Diaz, concerned 
parents video-recorded their nanny whom they believed to be abusing their minor child 
who was under her care. State v. Diaz, 308 N.J. Super. 504 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 
1998). In a criminal proceeding charging the nanny with abuse of the minor child, the 
nanny sought to suppress the recordings. Id. The court ruled that recordings were 
admissible under the vicarious consent exception to the state wiretapping statute. Id. The 
trial court specifically noted that vicarious consent exception under the federal statute 
was properly applied to the state statute given the similarity in language between the state 
and federal statute. Id at 510. 
In Kroh v. Kroh, a concerned mother placed recording devices throughout her 
home to record a father's conversations with their minor children. Kroh v. Kroh, 152 
N.C. App. 347 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002). In an appeal from a civil judgment against her 
regarding the recordings, the appeals court noted, "[the defendant] presented some 
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evidence showing that she undertook the taping of her husband to protect her children. 
While this evidence is disputed, it nonetheless presents an issue of fact concerning her 
motivations in recording ... We therefore conclude that the trial court erred in granting 
~ partial summary judgment to [the plaintiff]." Id at 353. In People v. Clark, a mother 
placed a recording device in her disabled child's backpack before he got on the school 
bus. People v. Clark (Connie), 19 Misc. 3d 6 (N.Y. App. Div. 2008). In a criminal 
proceeding against the suspected abuser, the defendant abuser sought to suppress the 
recordings. Id. The court admitted the recordings applying the vicarious consent 
exception and noted that keeping a particularly vulnerable child safe was of paramount 
concern. Id at 10. 
In these cases, the court examined the good faith and objectively reasonable 
concerns of the individual placing the recording, but either in the context of summary 
judgment in civil proceedings or to determine the admissibility of the recordings in a 
criminal prosecution of the abuser. In the instant criminal matter, there is no procedural 
rule that allows for a summary judgment-like motion against a criminal defendant as 
criminal defendants have an absolute right to put their case to a jury of their peers. State 
v. Moosman, 794 P.2d 474, 477 (Utah 1990). As such, the trial court's examination of 
Ms. Smith's use of a continuous listening device was both inaccurate and unnecessary as 
it unnecessarily narrowed the application of the doctrine by examining the weight a11:d 
credibility of Ms. Smith's evidence, which is an issue that falls within the purview of the 
..iJ jury and not the court to examine. 
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Additionally, similar to Diaz, Duchow, and Clark the Utah Wiretapping Statute 
provides an exclusionary rule for communications intercepted in violation of the statute 
and evidence derivative of any illegally intercepted communications. Utah Code 
;J) Annotated§ 77-23a-9. Thus limitations on the vicarious consent doctrine, such as those 
suggested by the trial court, would severely hinder the ability to prosecute those recorded 
committing abuses such as those outlined by Diaz, Duchow, and Clark. 
2. The court erred by applying the wrong legal standard to 
the preliminary issue of fact regarding admissibility of 
evidence. 
The court improperly analyzed Ms. Smith's reasonableness and good faith under 
the circumstances. Under the proper legal standard, Ms. Smith's proffered evidence 
would have been admissible to establish the preliminary issue of fact. In analyzing the 
admissibility of evidence with regard to a preliminary issue of fact, the proponent need 
only meet a preponderance of the evidence standard. State v. Poole, 2010 UT 25, 122. 
~ Ms. Smith, proffered significant evidence in support of her good faith and reasonable 
belief in potential sexual abuse. 
During the pre-trial phase, Ms. Smith submitted significant evidence and 
information, which tended to establish her good faith and reasonable belief in a need to 
protect her children from potential abuse. (R. at 209-340) (See Addendum 1). After her 
toddler-aged daughter made several disconcerting statements regarding parent time with 
her father and Ms. Smith noticed bruising, rashes, and irregularities on the child, Ms. 
Smith became concerned that her very young minor child was being sexually abused by 
her estranged husband. (R. at 226-33 7, 304-340) (See Addendum 1 ). Ms. Smith had her 
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daughter examined by several medical professionals once she began to suspect her 
daughter was being sexually abused. Ms. Smith's reported her concerns to Det. Jones of 
Layton City, Police Department. (R. at 331-338) (See Addendum 1). Her interactions 
Cw included her initial report of suspected sexual abuse; follow-up emails regarding her 
daughter's unusual comments, behavior, and medical concerns; concerns about images of 
pornography she discovered on her home computer; and steps she was taking to ensure 
her daughter was receiving proper medical care. (R. at 209-237, 304-340) (See 
Addendum 1). In addition, Ms. Smith also had her daughter interviewed by CJC-Davis 
~ staff and examined by their medical staff following the initial reporting. (R. at 331-338) 
(See Addendum 1). 
~ Ms. Smith had her daughter examined by her pediatrician, a dermatologist, 
physicians at Primary Children's Medical Center, and ER staff at Ogden Regional 
Medical Center. (R. at 304-340) (See Addendum 1 ). These examinations each occurred 
subsequent to Ms. Smith observing rashes, bruises, and apparent vaginal swelling or 
irritation on her daughter following scheduled visitations with Mr. Smith. Furthermore, 
the child made several disconcerting comments that were relayed to Det. Jones which 
included statements about sleeping in the same bed with her father, showering naked with 
her father, putting things into her vagina, receiving 'French' kisses from her father, and 
reports of bleeding in her underwear. Id. The medical examinations were unable to rule 
out sexual abuse as the root cause of the child's medical problems. As such, Ms. Smith 
sought counseling for her daughter and filed for a restraining order against Mr. Smith on 
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February 10, 2012. On two separate occasions, May 2012 and June 2012, Det. Jones 
noted that the Davis County Attorney's Office declined to prosecute the allegations 
reported by Ms. Smith. (See Addendum I). 
During the hearing on Ms. Smith's motion in limine, both the Court and State's 
Counsel opined that the correct legal standard was "clear and convincing." (R. at 382). 
This was the standard relied on when deciding whether or not Ms. Smi~h had met her 
burden of production on the preliminary issues of her good faith and reasonable belief. Id. 
Clear and convincing is a more exacting standard than preponderance of the evidence. By 
applying a more exacting standard to the evidence outlined above, the court improperly 
denied admission of Ms. Smith's evidence. The court improperly concluded, after 
,.;; examining the proffered evidence under this more exacting standard, that this was not the 
proper case to apply the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent. (R. at 407). 
CONCLUSION 
This Court should adopt the Doctrine of Vicarious Consent as a viable defense for 
wiretapping allegations under Utah Code§ 77-23a-4. The court, in both examining the 
credibility and weight of the evidence and using the wrong evidentiary standard, 
improperly denied Ms. Smith's motion. The Court should remand for a new trial in 
accordance with this holding. 
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FILED 
JAN 2 6 2016 
Layton District Court 
IN THE SECOND DISTRICT- FARMINGTON 
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
TERI ANNE SMITH, 
Defendant. 
FILED UNDER SEAL 
MOTION IN LIMINE TO 
INTRODUCE EVIDENCE OF 
SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE 
Case No. 141701716 
Judge Robert Da]e 
Teri Anne Smith, through her counsel, Rebecca Hyde Skordas, hereby submits this 
Motion in Li mine to Introduce Evidence of Suspected Child Abuse. Ms. Smith seeks to admit 
evidence of her good faith belief that Mr. Smith has sexually abused their children under the 
vicarious consent theory to Utah Code § 77-23a-4. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Teri Anne Smith is currently charged with three counts of Wiretapping or Unlawful 
Interception of Communication, all third degree felonies, under Utah Code§ 77-23a-4. 
SpecificaUy, the wiretapping allegedly occurred on three dates: February 14, 2012; February 20; 
2012; and March 7, 2012. On February 14, 2012, Mr. Smith allegedly found a recording device 
in his child's diaper or clothing bag. See Detail Incident Report at 6, Incident Report #12-03620, 
J, Lynch (May 16, 2014) (attached as "Exh. A"). On February 20, 2012, Mr. Smith allegedly 
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found a recording device that had been placed in his child,s coat pocket. See id. And lastly, on 
March 7, 2012, Mr. Smith allegedly found another recording device in his daughter's bag. See id. 
at 8. 
On March 15, 2012, Ms. Smith made certain statements at a hearing that she recorded 
Mr. Smith's conversations with their children. See Transcript of Hearing ("Transcript"), Smith v. 
Smith, No. 114701250 (Mar. 15, 2012) (attached as "Exh. B"). Ms. Smith admitted she had 
placed a "digital recorder into the diaper bag or other areas with the kids and passing that off to 
Mr. Smith unbeknownst to him .... " Id. at 52:1-14. Ms. Smith stated that she "took it under 
[her] own advisementn to try and record Mr. Smith and she knew it was illegal to do so. Id. at 
54:15-22. 
Ms. Smith also testified as to her concern that Mr. Smith had been sexually abusing her 
daughter. Id at 8:9-10:16; 11 :12-12:20; 15:21-23:4; 26:22-31 :18. Ms. Smith stated '"I want to 
protect my daughter and my son. I want to know that they're not- I want to know that he's not 
doing something inappropriate to her.,, Id at 8:9-12. Ms. Smith also testified that "I want to 
protect the kids and I want to know that their best interests are taken care of.'' Id 9:1-4. Ms. 
Smith further stated her concern and testified 
I know that something is happening to her. I know by the physical evidence, I 
know by the way that she is acting and her behavior. She is afraid of Greg. She is 
saying that daddy's naked. She's saying these things that indicate it to Greg. 
There's no doubt in my mind, which is why we're here today ... I want the Court 
to help me protect my children. 
Id at 30:23-31 :5. 
i. Evidence Sought to be Introduced 
Ms. Smith seeks to introduce the following evidence, not to prove the truth of the matters 
stated, but as evidence of her good faith belief that she was acting in the best interest of her 
2 
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children to protect them from being sexuaBy abused by Mr. Smith. On January 24, 2012, 
Detective Chad Jones, of the Layton Police Department, filed an Incident Report, #12-01466, 
stating he had received a "Child Abuse Neglect Report" ("CANR") "from the Division of Child 
and Family Services" ("DCFS"). (Layton Police Department Incident Report, Incident# 12-
01466 ("Incident Report# 12-01466") ( attached as "Exh. C"), at page 2). Detective Jones noted 
Ms. Smith had reported that her daughter told her when she goes on visits with her father, Mr. 
Smith, that she "sleeps in the same bed as he does" and Mr. Smith "had been showering with her 
naked and that she had been putting objects inside her vagina," and that "Greg French kisses" the 
daughter. Id. The case number 1851640 was assigned by DCFS. Id. 
On January 26, 2012, Detective Jones filed a Supplemental Report for Incident #12-
01466, noting that Ms. Smith's daughter had been interviewed and recorded the events of that 
interview. Id at 3-7. On January 27, 2012, Detective Jones filed Supplemental Report #2 for the 
same incident noting he had received a concerned email from Ms. Smith. Id at 8. On January 30, 
2012, Detective Jones filed Supplemental Report #3 recording the contents of three more emails, 
two from Ms. Smith, and one from her mother, Jan Houskeeper, with concerns that Ms. Smith's 
daughter told Ms. Houskeeper that Mr. Smith had been naked in bed with her. Id. at 9. On 
January 31, 2012, Detective Jones filed Supplemental Report# 4 noting another email Ms. Smith 
sent concerning more disturbing statements made by her daughter concerning possible abuse by 
Mr. Smith. Id at 10. 
On February 1, 2012, Detective Jones filed Supplemental Report #5 reporting the events 
of his meeting with the Davis County Attorney's Office as well as a police report where Ms. 
Smith called the police to investigate a large number of pornographic images she had found on 
her computer. Exh. C at 11. Supplemental Report #6, filed on February 3, 2012, notes an email 
3 
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from Ms. Smith about a video she tried to record talking to her daughter about the incidents. Id 
at 13. Supplemental Report #7, filed February 8, 2012, notes that Mr. Smith would be 
interviewed by Detective Jones concerning the abuse allegations. Id at 14. Supplemental Report 
#8, filed February 13, 2012, notes that Mr. Smith called Detective Jones and told him his 
attorney advised him not to attend the interview. Id at 15. The Report notes that Ms. Smith filed 
a restraining order on February 10, 2012, against Mr. Smith. Id. 
Supplemental Report #9, February 23, 2012, notes that Ms. Smith had contacted DCFS 
concerning possible abuse. Id at 17. Supplemental Report #IO, February 27, 2012, notes that 
Ms. Smith had contacted the reporting officer's colleague concerning the possible abuse. Exh. C 
at 18. Supplemental Report #11, March 20., 2012, notes that Ms. Smith had been taking her 
daughter to a therapist concerning the abuse and another incident had been reported. Id at 19. 
Supplemental Report# 12, April 2, 2012, notes that Ms. Smith had attempted to have her 
daughter examined at Primary Children's Medical Center and a report was generated by DCFS. 
Id. at 20. 
Supplemental Report # I 3, April 18, 2012, notes that another Incident Report had been 
filed under the incident #12-06754. /d. at 21. Supplemental Report #14, April 18, 2012, notes 
that Ms. Smith had decided to use an at-home semen test on her daughter's fecal matter which 
returned a positive result. Id at 23. The Report further notes that Ms. Smith filed another 
allegation against Mr. Smith. Id. Supplemental Report #15, April 19, 2012, notes that Ms. Smith 
reported her daughter had been sexually abused and needed to be interviewed at the 
Weber/Morgan County Children's Justice Center. Id at 24. 
Supplemental Report # 16, April 30, 2012, notes Detective Jones was notified by the 
DCFS that Ms. Smith had taken her child to the Emergency Room at Ogden Regional Medical 
4 
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Center with the concern that her daughter had been sexually abused, and that the Doctor had 
found no evidence of penetration, "but perhaps fondling.', Exh. Cat 25. The Report further notes 
that Detective Jones requested copies of the CJC reports and medical reports from the emergency 
room. Id Supplemental Report #17, May 2, 2012, notes that Detective Jones discussed the 
incident with the Davis County Attorney's Office and advised them that he would be sending a 
complaint questionnaire to review this incident and to request a summons to be issued for Mr. 
Smith for one count ofFelony-1, Aggravated Sexual Abuse of a Child. Id. at 26. Supplemental 
Report #18, May 5, 2012, notes that the Davis County Attorney's Office declined to prosecute 
the incident "because of evidentiary concerns." Id. at 27. 
On April 15, 2012, Officer D. Him le, of the Layton Police Department, filed an Incident 
Report regarding Ms. Smith's allegations ofMr. Smith sexually abusing their daughter. (Layton 
Police Department Incident Report, Incident #12-06754 C'Incident Report #12-06754") (attached 
as ''Exh. D''), at page 1-4). The Report noted allegations that Ms. Smith saw bruises and marks 
on her daughter, that the daughter reported her mouth hurting, and that her vagina was swollen. 
Id The Report notes further remarks by the daughter that led Ms. Smith to believe there to have 
been possible sexual abuse. Id. On April 17, 2012, Officer Himle filed a Supplemental Narrative 
reporting on his follow-up conversation with Ms. Smith. Id. at 5. This Report also notes the 
conversation concerning the at-home semen test used by Ms. Smith. Id. 
On June 5, 2012, Detective Jones filed a Supplemental Report for incident #12-06754, 
stating that incident 12-06754, and incident #12-01466, had been declined for prosecution by the 
Davis County Attorney's Office. Id at 9. 
5 
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~ ARGUMENT 
I. MS. SMITH SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO ADMIT EVIDENCE OF HER GOOD 
FAITH BELIEF THAT MR. SMITH SEXUALLY ABUSED THEffi CHILDREN 
Ms. Smith will argue she vicariously consented on behalf of her minor children to record 
conversations between the children and Mr. Smith, as an exception under Utah Code§ 77-23a-
4{7)(b ). The vicarious consent doctrine has not been addressed by any state court in Utah. 
However, various federal and state court holdings support the adoption of vicarious consent as an 
exception to Utah Code§ 77-23a-4. There are two main cases courts discuss when deciding 
whether to adopt th is doctrine, Pollock v. Pollock, 154 F .3d 601 ( 6th Cir. 1998), and 'Thompson 
v. Dulaney, 838 F.Supp. 1535 (D. Utah 1993). Both cases adopted the vicarious consent doctrine 
as an exception to the federal wiretap statute. See 18 U.S.C. § 2511. 
Thompson involved a case on remand by the Tenth Circuit Court concerning a defendant 
who had made recordings ofher ex-husband and their children. 838 F. Supp. at 1537. The 
defendant tried to admit recordings that she had made between her ex-husband and their children 
during a custody hearing in a Utah State court. Id. The defendant was then sued by the ex-
husband in a civil case for allegedly violating the federal wiretap statute. Id at 1537-38. The 
District Court had previously dismissed the claim, and the husband appealed the matter to the 
Tenth Circuit Court. Id at 1538. The Tenth Circuit noted the defendant's argument that "she 
consented to the tapping" between her ex-husband and her children "as a parent acting in the best 
interests of her minor children," and remanded the wiretap claims to the District Court to address 
that argument Thompson v. Dulaney, 910 F.2d 744, 749 (10th Cir. 1992). On remand, the 
District Court adopted the vicarious consent doctrine and stated the exception was "permissible 
under both [federal law] and applicable Utah law." Thompson, 838 F. Supp. at 1544. 
The defendant made many arguments for why she should be able to vicariously consent 
6 
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on behalf of her minor children. She argued that "the rights associated with being a parent are 
fundamental and basic rights and therefore, she should be afforded wide latitude in making 
decisions for her children," and that "Utah statutory law gives parents the right to consent to 
legal action on behalf of a minor child in other situations, such as for marriage, medical 
treatment and contraception." Id She further argued that "as the legal guardian of the children, 
Utah law allows her to make decisions on behalf of her children" so that the "parental right to 
consent on behalf of minor children who lack legal capacity to consent and who cannot give 
actual consent, is a necessary parental right." Id 
The District Court agreed and stated that "Utah law clearly vests the legal custodian of a 
minor child with certain rights to act on behalf of that minor child." Id The court further stated 
that in that instance, where the father was allegedly interfering with the relationship between the 
defendant and her children, '~or perhaps a more extreme example of a parent who was making 
abusive or obscene phone calls threatening or intimidating minor children, vicarious consent is 
necessary to enable the guardian to protect the children from further harassment in the future." 
Id (emphasis added). As such, the court held that the defendant could vicariously consent on 
behalf of her children, stating that "(a]s long as the guardian has a good faith basis that it is 
objectively reasonable for believing that it is necessary to consent on behalf of her minor 
children to the taping of phone conversations, vicarious consent wilJ be permissible in order for 
the guardian to fulfill her statutory mandate to act in the best interests of the children." 
Thompson, 838 F. Supp. at 1544. Therefore, the recording would then be lawful as at least one 
party, the minor child through his parent, had consented to the recording. See 18 U .S.C. § 
2511(2)(d); see also Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b). 
In the second case, Pollock v. Pollock, the court considered a lower court ruling adopting 
7 
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the vicarious consent doctrine. The matter stemmed from a "bitter and protracted child custody 
dispute" in which the defendant "taped certain telephone conversations", between her children 
and her ex-husband and his wife. 154 F.3d at 603. The defendant argued that she '"vicariously 
consented to the recording on behalf of [her daughter], a minor child in her custody, because she 
was concerned that [the ex-husband] was emotionally abusing" the daughter. Id The defendant 
claimed that the reason she recorded the telephone calls was because she believed her fourteen-
year-old daughter was being emotionally and psychologically "pressure(d]" by the ex-husband. 
Id The district court dismissed the 18 U.S.C. § 2511 claims and adopted the vicarious consent 
doctrine as an exception under 18 U.S.C.§2511(2)(d). Id. at 605. 
The Sixth Circuit reviewed Thompson, and other cases, and adopted the standard in 
Thompson holding that "as long as the guardian has a good faith, objectively reasonable basis for 
believing that it is necessary and in the best interest of the child to consent on behalf of his or her 
minor child to the taping of telephone conversations, the guardian may vicariously consent on 
behalf of the child to the recording." Pollock, 154 F.3d at 610. 
The court stated that "there are situations, such as verbal, emotional, or sexual abuse by 
the other parent, that make such a doctrine necessary to protect the child from harm." Id at 610. 
While the court refused to place an age Hmit for which a parent may vicariously consent for their 
child "as not all children develop emotionally and intellectually on the same timetable," they did 
note that the need for such consent and protection "is especially true in the case of children who 
are very young." Id. 
Both Thompson and Pollock explain the need for the vicarious consent exception to 
wiretap statutes. The main concern of these cases is to protect the child from an abusive situation 
with the other parent. Here, Ms. Smith was legitimately concerned that her child was being 
8 
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sexually abused by Mr. Smith. The evidence sought to be admitted shows this beJief was genuine 
and based on conversations with her child and the child~s doctors and therapist. Admitting this 
evidence will show Ms. Smith was acting in the best interest of her children by attempting to 
record conversations between her very young, minor children, and Mr. Smith. Under the 
vicarious consent doctrine, Ms. Smith would be lawfu11y allowed to consent to the recordings she 
attempted to make between her children and Mr. Smith. 
Even though these two cases adopted the vicarious consent doctrine for the federal 
wiretap statute, 18 U.S.C. § 251 I, the Utah wiretap statute's consent provision, Utah Code§ 77-
23a-4, is almost identical to the federal in substance and the same logical reasoning and policy· 
concerns which led Thompson and Pollock to adopt the doctrine are applicable. 
The Utah statute provides that 
A person not acting under color of law may intercept a wire, electronic, or oral 
communication if that person is a party to the communication or one of the parties 
to the communication has given prior consent to the interception, unless the 
communication is intercepted for the purpose of committing any criminal or 
tortious act in violation of state or federal laws. 
Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b) (emphasis added). 
The federal wiretap statute provides that 
It shall not be unlawful under this chapter [18 USCS §§ 2510 et seq.] for a person 
not acting under color of law to intercept a wire, oral, or electronic 
communication where such person is a party to the communication or where one 
of the parties to the communication has given prior consent to such interception 
unless such communication is intercepted for the purpose of committing any 
criminal or tortious act in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United 
States or of any State. 
18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(d) (emphasis added). Both statutes allow for one-party consent to any 
recording of a communication, which would make a concerned parent exempt from liability 
under the wiretap statutes if they are able to vicariously consent for their minor child. 
9 
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Both federal courts and state courts have addressed whether to adopt the doctrine. Few 
federal courts, and only one circuit court, have specifically addressed the vicarious consent 
doctrine, and whether it applied to the wiretap statute. Almost all federa1 courts who have 
addressed the doctrine went on to adopt it.1 See Pollock v. Pollock, 154 F.3d 601,610 (6th Cir. 
1998); Dahl v. Dahl, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22365, at 18-20. (D. Utah Feb. 19, 2013), decided 
on other grounds, 144 F.3d 623 (10th Cir. 2014); Isaacson v. Isaacson, 2011 U.S. Dist LEXIS 
37762, at 11 (W.D. Okla. Apr. 6, 2011); Babb v. Eagleton, 616 F. Supp. 2d 1195, 1206 (N.D. 
Okla. 2007); Wagner v. Wagner, 64 F. Supp. 2d 895,900 (D. Minn. 1999); Thompson v. 
Dulaney, 838 F. Supp. 1535, 1544 (D. Utah 1993). 
Furthermore, sixteen state courts have addressed whether or not the vicarious consent 
doctrine applied to their state statutes. Of those, twelve states found that there was some kind of 
vicarious consent exception to their state's wiretap statute. Silas v. Silas, 680 So.2d 368, 371-72 
(Ala. Civ. App. 1996); State v. Morrison, 203 Ariz. 489, 490-91 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2002); G J.G v. 
L K.A, 2006 Del.Fam.Ct. LEXIS 92, at 31 (Del. Fam. Ct. 2006); State v. Spencer, 737 N.W.2d 
124 (Iowa 2007); Smith v. Smith, 2004-2168, at 10 (La. App. 1st Cir. 9/28/08), 923 So. 2d 732; 
Griffin v. Griffin, 2014 ME 70, if 27, 92 A.3d 1144; State v. Diaz, 308 NJ Super 504,516 (N.J. 
Sup. Ct. App. Div. 1998); People v. Badalamenti, 124 A.D.3d 672, 674 (N.Y. App. Div.) appeal 
grante~ 2015 N.Y. LEXIS 798 (N.Y. Mar. 31, 2015); Kroh v. Kroh, 152 N.C. App. 347, 352-53 
(N.C. Ct. App. 2002); State v. Whitner, 399 S.C. 547,554 (2012); Lawrence v. Lawrence, 360 
SW3d 416,421 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2010); Alameda v. State, 235 S.W.3d 218,223 (Tex. Crim. App. 
2007). 
1 from the Federal cases searched, vicarious consent for the wiretap statute was either adopted, reference~ or 
declined to be addressed due to the matter being decided on other grounds. Defendant could not find any federal 
cases explicitly declining to adopt the vicarious consent doctrine. 
10 
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Only four of the states that have addressed vicarious consent for their state wiretap statute 
have declined to adopt the doctrine. See Bishop v. State, 241 Ga. App. 517, 521 (Ga. Ct. App. 
1999); Williams v. Williams, 603 N.W.2d 114, 115 (Mich. Ct. App. 1999); State v. Christensen, 
153 Wn.2d 186, 193-94 (Wash. 2004); West Virginia Dep't of Health & Human Resources v. 
David L., 192 W. Va. 663,671 (1994). However, two of the states declining to allow vicarious 
consent have state statutes that require more than one party's consent for a conversation to be 
recorded. See Williams v. Williams, 603 N.W.2d 114, 115 (Mich. Ct. App. 1999) (declining to 
create a vicarious consent exception to the Michigan State statute); cf Sullivan v. Gray, 324 
N. W.2d 58, 60 (Mich. Ct. App. 1982) (stating that the Michigan wiretap statute requires all 
parties to consent); State v. Christensen, 153 Wn.2d 186, 193-94 (Wash. 2004) (finding no 
vicarious consent exception as Washington State's wiretap statute requires consent from all 
parties involved). Moreover, Georgia has a state statute specifically addressing parental consent 
for their minor child. See GA. CODE ANN.§ 16-l l-66(d). This shows that a large majority of 
courts that have addressed the doctrine, both federal and state, have gone on to adopt it. 
Most of these cases involve recordings of oral communications over the telephone. 
However, there should be no difference between a recording of a telephone conversation and a 
recording using a listening device for the vicarious consent doctrine. The statute itself does not 
include any different standard for a recording over a telephone or over a listening device. In fact, 
the federal wiretap statute states that ''[i]t shall not be unlawful under this chapter ... for a 
person not acting under color oflaw to intercept a wire, oral, or electronic communication where 
such person is a party to the communication or where one of the parties to the communication 
has given prior consent to such interception .... " 18 U.S.C. § 25 I 1(2)(d) (emphasis added). 
Likewise, the Utah wiretap statute states that 'la] person not acting under color oflaw may 
11 
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intercept a wire, electronic, or oral communication if that person is a party to the communication 
or one of the parties to the communication has given prior consent to the interception .... " Utah 
Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b) (emphasis added). 
Neither statute explicitly references telephone recordings at all. Both, however, state that 
prior consent will allow a person to record a wire recording, electronic recording, or an oral 
recording. Therefore, it follows that if a parent is able to vicariously consent for their minor child 
to make a telephone recording under either 18 U .S.C. § 2511 (2)( d) or Utah Code § 77-23a-
4(7)(b ), then they are able to vicariously consent to make any other recording as long as the 
communication is an oral communication. 
Furthennore, parents should be able to vicariously consent on behalf of their minor 
children by using a listening device even if the court finds that there is a difference betv:een 
cases that allow for a telephone recording and any other type of recording of an oral 
communication. Defendant was able to find sixteen states that addressed the vicarious consent 
doctrine. Of those states, only five cases were found that addressed a recording that wasn't a 
telephone communication. However, of the cases adopting vicarious consent, there were no cases 
found to explicitly decline allowing vicarious consent because the recording was not a telephone 
recording. 
Four of the five cases allowed a non-telephone recording under the vicarious consent 
doctrine. For example, in State v. Duchow, the court allowed the doctrine when a child's parents 
~'put a voice-activated recording device in [their child's] backpack before he got on the school 
bus." 2007 Wisc. App. LEXIS 329 at 3, 46 (Wisc. Ct. App. Apr. 3, 2007), rev 1d on other 
grounds, 2008 WI 57, 'J 2 n.4 (2008). In Slate v. Diaz, the court allowed the audio portion of a 
12 
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recording through the doctrine when concerned parents secretly videotaped their child's nanny to 
see if the child was being abused. 308 NJ. Super. 504, 506-07, 515-16 (NJ. Super. Ct. App. 
Div. 1998). In Kroh v. Kroh, the court a1lowed the doctrine when a wife placed tape recorders in 
the family home to record her husband's conversations with her children. 152 N.C. App. 347, 
349, 352-53 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002). And in People v. Clark (Connie), the court allowed vicarious 
consent for a disabled child when a mother placed an audio recording device in her child's 
backpack before he got on the school bus. 19 Misc. 3d 6, 7, 9-10 (N.Y. App. Div. 2008). 
The only case found that did not allow a non-telephone recording for the vicarious 
consent doctrine was for reasons other than the type of recording device. In Lewton v. 
Divingnzzo, the mother placed a teddy bear, "Little Bear," with a recording device in the other 
party's house while the child was not present. 772 F. Supp. 2d 1046, 1053, 57 (D. Neb. 201 I). 
' 
The Plaintiff testified the child "owned several Little Bearst and that she '~would find more than 
one in the house at a time, and [the child] would leave a Little Bear ... when she left." Id. at 
I 053. A second Plaintiff testified the child had brought Little Bear for a family dinner, and 
"[a]fterwards, the toy was left in [Plaintiff's} van for at least 4-5 days, during which time he had 
many conversations." Id A third Plaintiff'\vas responsible fot· transportation and drove [the 
child] from his house to (the defendant's] house, and those conversations would have been 
recorded. [Plaintiff] recalled that [the child] may have left Little Bear in her car over a weekend, 
during which time [the child] was not present."' Id. at l 054. A fourth Plaintiff, a therapist, 
testified "[s]he discovered that some of her own conversations had been recorded when [another 
Plaintiff] came into the office for a session with [the child]. This revelation was very upsetting 
because other clients came into the office, she had been talking to other patients, and those 
conversations were recorded." Id at I 055. 
13 
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The court found that "(e]ven assuming (without deciding) that (defendant] could legally 
give 'vicarious consent' on [her child ,s] behalf, the uncontroverted evidence shows that the 
bugging of [the toy] accomplished much more than simply recording oral communications to 
which [the child] was a party." Id at 1057. "Rather, the device was intentionally designed to 
record absolutely everything that transpired in the presence of the toy, at any location where it 
might be placed by anybody. The evidence demonstrates conclusively that the device recorded 
many oral communications made by each of the plaintiffs, to which [the child] was not a party." 
Id .. The listening device had been recording in the houses of the ex-husband, the therapist, and 
various third parties, from January I-June 3 of that year, approximately 155 total days. Id. at 
1060. 
Lewton is different than the matter at hand because more than the alleged abuser was 
recorded, the manner in which the recording were taken, the reason for the recordings, and the 
length of time the recordings took place. Ms. Smith stated she recorded parent time only with 
Mr. Smith and the children, rather than a continuous recording outside of the children's presence. 
She placed the recording devices where the children would be, in their diaper bag, overnight bag, 
and on their person. The placing of the device in each of these places attempted to assure that the 
child would be in the presence of the device, and would also ensure that the device was returned 
when the parent time was over. The recording devices were meant to record only conversations 
between Mr. Smith and the children, rather than any other conversations without the children 
present. 
Both sets of cases, those that involve a telephone recording and those that involve a non-
telephone recording, clearly display the main purpose of the vicarious consent doctrine: to allow 
parents to protect their children. There is nothing to explain why a non-telephone recording 
14 
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would not be allowed if a telephone recording would be admitted. Ms. Smith was in line with the 
policy considerations of the vicarious consent doctrine, to protect her children against sexual 
abuse by Mr. Smith. Ms. Smith had a good faith belief that her children were being sexually 
abused during Mr. Smith's parent time, not during phone calls while the children were present 
with Ms. Smith. Thus, Ms. Smith attempted to record their :conversations during parent time. 
The policy and logical reasoning other federal and state courts have cited in adopting the 
vicarious consent doctrine are present in this matter. This Court should admit the evidence 
showing Ms. Smith>s good faith belief that she was acting in the best interest of her children 
through the vicarious consent doctrine for Utah Code§ 77-23a-4(7)(b). 
CONCLUSION 
This Court should adopt the vicarious consent doctrine for Utah Code§ 77-23a-4 and 
allow the admittance of the evidence showing Ms. Smith's good faith belief that Mr. Smith was 
sexually abusing their children. 
DATED this 14th day of January, 2016. 
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SKORDAS, CASTON & HYDE, LLC 
Isl Rebecca H. Skordas 
Rebecca H. Skordas 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 14111 day of January, 2016, I electronically filed a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION IN LIMINE TO INCLUDE EVIDENCE OF 
SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE, to the following: 
Davis County A ttomey' s Office 
800 West State Street 
Farmington, UT 84025 
Isl Christine Wilson, Paralegal 
Skordas, Caston & Hyde, LLC 
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05/16/14 
14: 08 
Incident i: 12-03620 
I:.AW I-NCIDENT: 
~ -------------
Detail Incident Report . Page: 
701 
·1 
Nature: ASSIST CITIZEN 
Location: 
Address: 2741 N 1825 E 
City:- LAYTON ST: UT ·z±p: 84041 
Offense Codes: COMM 
Rec~bred ,By: NELSON t D 
. . 
Row Received; NO~-EMERGENCY. 
Rspndg Officers: X LYNCH,J0RN 
Rspnsbl Officer: X LYNCH,JORN Disposition: CHARGES PENDING 
When Reported: 16:11:12 02/27/12 
Occurr~d; B~tweert 18:00;00 02/14/12 
. Agei:icy: :I,~D 
·on 04/~ 7/14 
and 18~00:Q0 02/20/12 
Assigned_To Detail Date_Assigned Status Status_Date D:ue_Date 
---------~ ---- ------ ------~ ----- ------ -~ --- .~ --
----------
• -,_ '•;' 4 • 
**/**/~* **/**/** **/**/** 
Case History! 
Call Number: 594797 
Reported: 
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05/16/14 
14:08 
Incident t: 12-03620 
VICTIMS: 
Detail Incident Report Page: 
NAME: SMITH, GREGORY T. Nam~ Number: 8349~ 
Race: W Sex: M DOS: 11/.22/75 
Address: 2741- N 1825 E, LAYTON, OT 84041 
Home Phona: (801)773-1050 Work Phone: (80~),95-8215 
WITNESSES: 
NAME: SMITH, LARRY T. Name NUinber: 131253 
Race: W Sex: M DOB: 01/25/49 
Address: 2741 N 1825 E, LAYTON, UT 84041 
Home Phone: (801)771-4097 Work Phone: 
SUSPECTS: 
--. -.. , ---
NAME: SMITH, TERI A. Name Numb,er: 118471 
701 
2 
Race: W S.ex: F DOB: 04/19/77 Jieight: 5'06" Weight: 125 Bair: BLK Eyes: GRN 
Address: 3205 S TETON DR, S~LT LAKE CITY, UT 84109 
Horne Telephone: (801)791-7463 Work Telephone: { 
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EVlDENCE INFo~·TION.: 




Owner ID Number: 




Owner ID Number: 




Owner ID Number: 
Detail Incident Report Page: 
Evidence Number: '30670 
Model: CXR 180-2G 
Color: / 
t-tea.s: 
Evidence Number: 3080.7 
Model: 
Color: BLK / 
Meas: 
Evidence Number: 33631 
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14.: 08 
Incident i: 12-03620 
PROP~RTY INFORMATlON: 
Item_Type: Recorder 
Item/Brand-: CO.BY DIGITAL 
Serial Number: 05210001444 
Characteristics: 
Quantity: 1 
Owner ID N'umber: 118471 
Detail Incident Report 
Meas: 
51 
Ptop~rty Number: ~8729 
Model: CXR180-2G 
Color: I 
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Incident f: 12-03620 
19;02:59 02/27/2012 - LYNCH,J 





Greg t Smith 11-22-75 found a recorder on and working in a diaper bag his · 
estranged wife, Teri Smith 04-19-77 had sent along with his two children. The 
recorder had two files, one was a recording of his wife talkirig few minutes · 
prior to Greg picking up the children on 02-14-12. Greg had spotted the ·red 
light through the side of the bag where the recorder was hidden in slit in the 
lining. Teri told him some days later to return the recorder as it wasn't 
her's. Greg found another recorder in coat pocket a few days late~. Th±s one 
was not working. Greg called LPD as he is afraid she will try and bug something 
else. Greg did n.ot want LPD to talk to Teri y.et but gave me the. recorder which 








At 1600 hours on 02/27/12, Larry Smith called in to report he needed some police 
advice. He said his son, Greg T. Smith, stayed with him and has had some 
problems with his estranged wife. 
When I arrived at the home, I talked to Greg Smith. Greg informed me that he 
and his wife were separated. She is currently living in their house in 
Syracuse. He keeps the two children, Riley and Ryan, aqes 3 and 22 months, on 
Tuesday nights and then on weekends. He picks them up fairly early on Tuesday. 
He has to have them back early on Wednesday mornings. 
On Valentine's Day, 02/14/12, Greg was getting the kids' stuff ready to return 
them; he says it's better to get the bags and everything ready by the door so he 
can return the kids quickly on Wednesday morning. He picked up the d~aper 
bag/clothing bag of his son Ryan and could see a faint red light through the 
side of the bag. He couldn't figure out what it was. He looked inside the bag 
and on the right-hand side there was a slit. He reached inside the slit where 
he could see the red light and pulled out a digital tape recorder. The digital 
tape recorder was a black Coby. Ryan took it out and looked at it, played it 
back. It had a couple of the files there. He downloaded on them on 
his computer to keep them. The files had his 
wife talking on them prior to him picking up the kids. She was talking to 
the kids and doing various things in the house. Greg . 
didn't know what to do about this. He was unsure of whether his wife had ~ut it 
there or what was going on. They're going through a bit of an ugly divorce. 
After a while she wanted the recorder 
back. She said it was not hers; she needed to return it. Greg said he was 
thinking about keeping it. He didn't know what to do. 
At approximately 02/2.0/12, he found another recorder in the coat pocket of his 
child. This recorder was not on. Apparently it looked like the batteries had 
gone dead. It was Greg's older recorder that he had actually brought for work, 
but he hadn't seen it for quite a while and believes he left it at the house 
when his wife asked him to leave. She made statements to him a few days later 
that he had found the decoy. He was getting upset about it. He talked to_ 
several people and decided he better call Layton Police Department. 
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I explained to him that it is illegal for people to record conversations without 
people's knowledge, especially where his wife was planning that the recorder 
would pick up whatever sounds were in bis dad's ho.use. 
Greg was unsure of what he wanted to dq at this time. He didn't know whether 
his e.stranged wife, Teri Smith, who has quite a temper, would start screaming 
and yelling at him about things .. Re said but this explained some other 
probleJt\S they've had wit:h p.er attorney knowing things that Greg h~d only 
discussed with his dad. He feels 
that po~sibly she had been recording for several weeks. 
I told him that I would take the recorder and book it into 
evidence. He is making a hard copy of the downloaded files to provide to Layton 
Police Department. He doesn't know if he wants 
to proceed and have us talk to Teri at some time due to her anger. He said he 
wanted to talk to his attorney first b~fore we proceeded. I said I wou1d ~ait 
for his c.all whether I would interview her about the recording device 
being in the bag. 
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On 03-07-12 I was dispatched to this address to speak to those involved 
regarding another DVR that had been found at approx. 0700 hrs on 03-07-12. I 
spoke to Greg, who reported that he had found a hidden rec_ording device which 
fell out of his daughter's bag as she was leaving.Greg reported that he was 
going through a custody battle and that his wife, as this initial report 
indicates, had been surreptitiously using recording devices without his consent 
and in violation of law. 
He indicated that he used a plastic bag to retrieve the recorder which was black 
in color and had a capacity of 4 gig, but which had no visible brand, model, or 
serial number. He did not touch the record~r with his bare hand to preserve any 
future evidentiary needs. He also reported not listening to the 
contents of the device. He wanted the recorder booked into evidence as requested 
by Ofc. Lynch. 
I took possession of the device, not listening to it's contents. I booked it 
into the LPD evidence facility under this case nwnber. After speaking to Greg 
and his parents, explaining the court process, and giving some i?sight into Ofc 
Lynch's investigation, I left the residence taking no further action on this 
case. 
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On 06/05/12 during my investigation of incident 12-01466, I came across this 
~n~i?ent that was prig~nally t~ken by Officer Lynch. After r.eading through the 
initial report and Officer Lewis' supplemental report I felt that there may be a 
criminal violation with Teri Smith placing recording devises in her daughters 
clothing and bags to record conversations that she was not apart of at the time 
they were reco~ded. · 
On 06/16/12 I met with Gregory Smith at his home and he advised me that Teri had 
placed several recorders in bags and other items during his visitation with his 
daughter. Greg provided me with anothe~ USB type device that could be used to 
record conversations. After talking with Gregory, I asked him and his pa.rents 
Larry and Susan Smith to complete witness statements about the most recent 
recording devise. Those Statements will be attached to this report. 
Also during my conversations with Gregory that day he advised me that Teri had 
admitted during one of there court hearings that she had planted the recording 
devices while her daughter was on visitation. I asked Gregory if he was able to 
get a copy of the court transcripts from his attorney to provide me for evidence 
purposes. He stated that he would talk with his attorney and would get a copy 
for me to use. 
After talking with Gregory for a period of time I left his home and had no 
further contact with him that day. 
On 07 /25/12 I received a package from Daniel Drage, Gr·egory Smith's attorney, 
The papers was a court transcript from 03/15/12 in the Second District 
Court-Layton, before Commissioner David R. Hamilton. On the front page was a 
note from Daniel stating, "pgs. 52-56" 
After receiving this information, I reviewed those pages pointed out by Daniel. 
As I read those pages· it documents Teri's admission to placing recording devices 
in clothing and bags while her daughter was visiting her, father. Teri admitted 
to placing recording devise on at least nine different times. Also during that 
hearing Teri admits that s·he knew that recording the conversations between 
Gregory, his parents and children was illegal, but -she didn't care and continued 
to do so •. A copy of that court transcript will be attached to this report. 
Because of the information that had been obtained from Gregory and the court 
transcript, I will complete a complaint questionnaire with the Davis County 
Attorney's Office requesting that Teri Smith be charged with three counts of 
Felony-3 Interception of Communications as described in UCA 77-23a-4. 
This incident will be active pending charges. At th~ time of this report I had 
no further information and took no further action. 
EOR/CAJ 
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On 04/13/14, I was advised that the Davis Gounty Attorney's Office (DCA:()) had 
not received a Compl~int Qu~stio11na:ir·e in regarci to tl)..i:s incident. · 
A Complaint Ques.tio.nn-aire has b,ee.n completed an·d re-sent to DCAQ r~questing a 
sµnuuons be issued f'or Tex;-i Sitd. th .on t;:.h.r~e count~ of I.nte:rcep.tian of 
Co;tunurtication.s (Fel,o,ny-3} p~r UC~ 77-23a-4. 
TOl 
11 
This incident w.ill remain a.ctive pending charges. At th.e time of this report, I 
had no further in:fo·rmation and took no further action. 
EOR/:CAJ 
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P R O C E E D I N G. S 
THE COURT: Okay. All right. Court is in 
session. This is in the case of Smith versus Smith, 
No. 114701250. 
My recollection is that Ms. Smith was on 
the witness stand. And as soon as counsel is ready to 
proceed, we can pick up from where we left. 
MR. WALPOLE: We are, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Ms. Smith, you're reminded 
that you remain under oath. You can proceed. 
TERI SMITH, 
called as a witness herein, having been previously 
sworn to tell the truth, was e:-.:&tlined and testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued} 
BY MR. WALPOLE: 
Q. Okay. Let's see if we can pick up wher'= 
we left off on some of these questions. We were 
talking, as I recall -- let's see. 
Let m'= hav~ you clarify with you a little 
bit more about what you recall in regard tc th~ 
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P.nd let me just clarify what you 
understood about the {Inaudible) issue. 
A. Well, what he said was when he went to 
disconnect -- or when he :inished with his scan, he 
went to shut down the computer, and what -- he noticed 
a remote connector to it. So he said that someone was 
remotely connecting to the computer. And in the 
process, they would have been able to see any 
information that I was doing and be able to transfer 
and dowTiload files. In the process of shutting down 
the computer, it automatically disconnects the remote 
use:::-. 
So the next day, I went dowTt there to get 
on the computer and the computer wouldn't turn on so I 
called him and asked him if that was --
Called? Q. 
A. Call€d Detective Swanner and asked him if 
that wE:s jusc the part of the process that they go 
throuqh. .::1._nd he s5id, ")Jo, that's not standard. 
should be able to start back up." ll_ri.d so --
MR. DRAGE: Your Horior, I'm going to 
T.._ 
J. l. 
object to statir.g what's nn.~1Jdible} regarding tc what 
De:tecti '\'J~ Swanner said. {In.audible) . 
65 000244 
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THE COURT: Sustained. 
THE WITNESS: So I took the hard drives 
out of the computer and took them into an external 
hard drive reader to try and download family photos. 
And in the process of that, I noticed that everything 
from the -- there was a file folder that the majority 
of the pornography, the videos were saved in, _and it 
was labeled 11downloads X. 0 Everything out of that 
folder was deleted, but nothing else on the hard drive 
was remmred. 
So there was still miscellaneous 
por-nographic videos in a different folder with the 
children's videos, but everything that was the 
thousands and thousands of videos had been deleted in 
the process of for some reason, when he shut the 
computer dovm, it shut the computer down so it 
;-.;ouldn' t reboot et c:ll and everythirrg was deleted in 
the process. 
ff:( MR. WALPOLE : 
Q. 
A. 
This was the day after Detective Swanner? 
Uh-huh. Uh-r1.uh. The ns:,:t morning, I went 
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A. Uh-huh, just the pornographic videos. 
Q. Let me have you talk just a little bit 
more let me ask you a question directly_. 
Why are you bringing this action? Why are 
you asking that the Court issue a temporary 
restraining order? Are you trying to get one up on 
the child Gustody -- the custody ~valuation that's 
pending? 
A. No. I want to protect my daughter and my 
son. I want to know that they're not -- I want to 
know that he's not doing something inappropriate to 
her. 
It's not something I carr.e to easy. 
spent a lot of time trying to come up with any other 
?OSsible solution t.o why she had a rash that was 
causing blood in her panties, why she ~ ... ,as talking 
about banana candy that she had to have in order to 
get gurr.my !?ears. I tried everything I could possiblv 
think of to prove his innocence. 
When sh~ said th3t she was seeing him 
naked in bed, I assumed that it was he just did:1 1 t 
ha11e his shirt on, but she clarified things. ~nd it 
took :n~ a long time to be willing to come to 'this 
conclusion. 
;:.r1d it• s o hard pill to swa llo·,r, bat when 
67 000246 
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it comes down to it, it has nothing to do with me and 
it has nothing to do with Greg, it has to do.with the 
kids. And I want to protect the kids and I want to 
know that their best interests are taken care of. 
I don't want it to reach the point where 
she's unable to have children or that she's unable to 
have a normal, healthy relationship with someone so~e 
day. I want to know that it can stop bs=fore it 
progresses to the point of no return. 
Q. You talked a little bit about 
this (Inaudible). Explain to the Court, if you would, 
a little bit more, have you had any concerns prior to 
the separation or prior to the filing for the divorce? 
A. You know, hindsight's always 20/20. In 
looking back in it, there w2re signs, but at the time, 
I knew that Riley was showing that she was af:raid of 
Greg. You know, the garage door would open and I'd 
sav 11 dadd•r was home" and she'd run to the corner and 
- :r 
hide. 
Q. This is prio!': to the separation? 
A. ?.bout four to six months before the 
separation. She started talking ab::)ut the drago:1, but 
! didn't -- :.twas the ssparation that kind of started 
show±.r1.g th':? pattern of the rash. It -...,as the 
separ~tion and the absence of th~ rash for three 
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months in the summer and the absence of the dragon and 
the absence of the --
Q. Why wasn't there a rash for three months 
in the summer? 
A. He didn't have overnights during the 
sum.~er. So she had irritation --
Q. This "v.tas prior to the temporary order 
served on him? 
A. Yes. So she started having a strange 
rash, irritation on her genitals showing up last 
January, and in the su.m.~er, it stopped. ~.nd I just 
assu.~ed, oh, well, maybe it's worked through her 
system. 
When the overnights started again, the 
rash started again. And it started to establish the 
patte1:";1 that it was only happening up at his h,:>Use. 
Q. And you testified a little bit about this. 
I want you to clarify a little bit more about the late 
nights you would go to bed and he would stay up? 
A. .i.. went to bed a.bout 10: 30 almost r:"T.rery 
night and Greg stayed up until about '!.:GO or 2:00 
almos~ '=:..,rery evening after me. !-!e 'd have the baby 
monitor and would be on call from 10:30 until 1:00 or 
2 : 0 0, •,.;hen he came to bed. P. .. nd then I was on call fer 
the rest of the ::,;;eninq after that, or the rr.oclin-; .. 
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Would you ask him to come to bed with you? 
Yeah. It was one of the biggest fights we 
had through our marriage, was the constant begging of 
him to come to bed with me. 
Q. What was he doing? 
A. He was on the computer. 
Q. What was he doing on the computer? 
A. Hy guess now is looking at porn. I never 
went in there. I think I went in once or twice and 
saw that he was looking at porn, but I never went in, 
I went to bed. I don't know what else he was doing. 
Q. You mentioned the dragon. Clarify the 
dragon again. When did she start talking about that 
and what does the dragon do? 
A. She started talking about the dragon 
last -- last year, and it was only at bedtime, and she 
was scared of the dragon. She'd cry and say, tlThe 
dragon comes into my room at night. Mowroy can't save 
me from the dragon .. The dragon's scary. 11 
I just thought she was a little girl chat 
had an imagination. So we started getting Dragon 
Tales and talking about ho;..1 dragons are nice, but she 
never ;.:ould accept it. She just kept saying, "l~o, 
dragor.s ar~ scary." 
W.!""~,en swimer !:ame, the dragon went :s_•.,ja•J. 
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So when Greg moved out in June, the dragon went away 
that night and it -- and then it came back when the 
overnights started again. So it dawned on me that she 
was kind of putting two and two together, that it was 
Greg. 
I still didn't think that it was sexual 
abuse at the time. I thought that it was he -- he has 
a way of you either dv what he says or you do what he 
says, and so that can be kind of hard for a little 
girl. And I thought she was just struggling with 
that. 
And then other things started happening. 
''The dragon's scary.. I see the dragon when daddy' s 
naked in bed. The dragon touches my privates," and 
she'd start talking about stuff like- that. 
We started a -- as therapy kind of grew, I 
think she -- I don't know, she stopped talking about 
the dragon aod she started talking more about her dad. 
So I d:::>:::1 1 t r-.r~ow -- I don't know. I• d be speculating 
if I said anymore about that. 
Q. Yo~J. separated in June but the therapJ 




Therapy began mid-October. 
Okay. F.nd, again, why did you star:t in 
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A. Well, I took her in September and they 
said nightmares and high regression and stuff are 
normal through a divorce, but it should be resolved 
within five weeks. If it's not revolved within five 






Q. Hatre there ever been problems with the 
visits since the two of you separated? 
A. Probably 
Q. (Inaudib~e) Ryan that you recall? 
A. In what ,,:ay? Like what do you mean, like 
fear of going or --
Q. To pick up the children. 
A. Well, when he comes to pick up the kids, a 
lot of times ~ile:{ runs to the corner and hid1::s or 
she'll hide behind m€ and cry and say she doesn't want 
to go. It's not every time. Sometimes she's happy to 
s1:e hira,. but she'll hide and cry. 
I''T1e had to carry both children out before 
many times becaus9 both of them are reluctant to go. 
Ryan, if he's dowr1 G;t the ground, h1:' 11 shut th~ do0r 
co Ryan during 7isits. 
72 000251 
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Q. It's sort of normal though and sometimes 
they don't to (Inaudible) at home? 
A. I guess. I mean, I don't know if it's 
normal or not. We try really hard to -- I try really 
hard to get them pumped up, get them excited, tell 
them how much fun they're going to have. We've r.1ade 
cupcakes, we've picked flowers, w.e do her hair pratty. 
I let her pick out what outfit she's going to wear 
home the ne:tt day, just trying to encourage her to go 
up there, but sometimes you just can't encourage it. 
She's called Greg a couple of times saying tha~ she's 
not ready to go up there and she doesn't want to go up 
for the night, but he just told her 
Q. What's his reaction? 
A. He said, "You're the child, I'm the 
p3.rent, you need to }:now that you do whatever I tell 
you." 
Q. ?here was some talk about secrets at 
daddy's house. 
A. Riley spends a lot of time -- she zones 
out a lot of time if you ask her anything as simple 
as, "What did JOU hav-e dinn~r? Did you haT1e fur: 
playing up ther::? What color were your paja.1n2.s?" 
Just no::.:~1 little things ttat you'd ask a 
three-y-ear-0ld 3bout ~er visit. And she usualiy zones 
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out. If you ask her something, she'll say, ur•m not 
supposed to talk about what happens at daddy's house." 
And so in therapy, I one day, you know, 
Rebecca always did it where once Greg started coming, 
at the beginning of the session she'd say, "Is there 
anything you want to talk about in private? Is there 
anything you want to talk about together?" 
So I just said -- with Greg in the room, I 
said, .,Yeah, Riley said that she feels -- she doesn't 
feel comfortable talking about things that happened up 
at daddy's house. She thinks she's going to get in 
trouble." 
So I thought maybe Greg could 
either explain why he doesn't want her talking about 
what happens up there or let her know that it is okay 
to talk about what happens up there. So we spent the 
session talking about, you know, it's okay to talk 
about what happens at mommy's house, it's okay to talk 
about what happens at daddy's house, but he made it 
hard on he!:. 
Q. Has that chang~d since the temporary 
restraining order (Ina.udible)? 
A. Yeah, ~here was a -- right after ths 
temporary restraining order was ordered, she star-tsd 
zoning out mor1:;. LH:e sh'=' d kind of wort~d thro~.1qh 
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that in the last couple months, where she'd just kind 
of distract, but she kind of would start zoning out 
and go -- I always called it catato~ic, because she'd 
just kind of go off to a different place. She had 
more of that. 
She was more jumpy. If she heard a loud 
noise, she'd run and hide. She'd cry over anything 
and was definitely even more afraid of talking about 
anything. You can't ask her any questions. She 
doesn't answer any questions. It's more like her 
randomly bringing something up or her randomly asking 
you a question, is the way to get anything that she 
tells you. 
Q. All right. "'Tust two more subjects. 
Tell the Court what you can about what you 
understand about the gummy bears and (Inaudible}. 
A. Well, the first time I heard about the 
gummy bears was she 1.vas telling me that she sees daddy 
naked i:-1 bed, and th.at he r.as g~"ll!ny bears, and that 
was kind of it. ! kind of stopped it there. 
?nd then a couple of days later, just out 
of the blue she tells me, "Well, I have banana candy 
;,:pat d~ddy's house .. " 
~hinking 
?-..:.'1d I'd sa:1, "Well, banana candy, 11 I'!TI 
what I was :hinking was, okay, if :JOiJ. lik~ 
75 000254 
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banana candy, lets go to the store and get you banana 
candy here. And I'm like, "Well, what is it like? Is 
it those little, itty-bitty hard ones?" 
And she says, "No, it's big. It's like 
about the size of your hand and it's soft like your 
hand." 
I'm like trying to think, and I'm like, 
11Is it like a marshntallow? Is it a popsicle?" 
P. .. nd she's like, "No, it's not like that." 
rrm like, "Well, do you chew it? Do you 
suck on it? r.-o you bite it?" 
~nd she's like, "It's soft, but you never, 
never bite it and you don't chev; on it. You have to 
suck it like a sucker .. n 
And she just kind of was telling me 
different things and I'm like, "Do you like the banana 
candy in ;lour mouth?" 
11No, but I have to do that to get the 
gu..rruny bears." 
"Well, the gUITh,°lY bears, where are the 
gummy bears?" 
"Th'=Y' re ur!der daddy's !)illow, but I gC:t 
five goomy bears." 
I Seid, wfou -Jet five gurmny bears?'' 
uYeah, but Bella -'Jnly gets four glli'"'!Ur.Y 
76 000255 
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bears because I'm more special. 11 
.i\nd I'm like, "So, Bella gets the banana 
candy, too?" . .i-\nd I asked her, I said, "Well, you 
know, Ryan really likes bananas. Does he get banana 
candy, too?u 
And she says, "No, it doesn't taste like 
bananas. It's called banana candy because it looks 
like a banana." 
I said, "Well, can we get it at the 
store?" 
And she says, "Nope, it's only in daddy's 
bed, not papa's, not yours, no one's bed but daddy's." 
il.r1d I'm like, "It's in his bed?" 
A.11d she said, "Yeah." ~-rid we went to the 
store and we went.down the candy aisle and she said, 
11 No, it's none of this stuff.. 11 









-:{ou know, those little ca.ndy machines, you put a 
quarter in? One of them actually had the Runts end T 
saidr "Oh, is it on~ of those?" 
And she says, "No, but those do look lH:1: 
little bananas, but that I s not daddy's banana cand~/." 
~rid so based upon everything that sh.e had 
said tc rr.e that d2y, I just. ca.11~ to the conclusi·~n 
that ht: ~.-rs.s taH:ir1g about his 9:nis and that she h~d 
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to perform oral sex on him to get five gummy bears in 
retucn. 
She'll ask me questions like, 11'Mormny, do 
you like banana candy? Because you're a good mommy 
and good mommy's like banana candy. 11 
She'll say, "I like banana candy because 
it makes me feel special, but I don't like to eat it." 
She'll say stuff like that but she --
she'll ask questions out of the blue, "Have you ever 
had banana candy? Do you like banana candy? What do 




Have you ever asked her directly about it 
at least there's been testimony 
identifying the anatomical -- you know, whether or not 
she's doing anything with her dad or --
A. I don't want to be the one to do that 
because T don't want it to come back as saying that 
I'm the one that put words in her mouth, so I 'ire been 
relying on Becky or B:rian or something else to be able 
to get that out of h'=r-
Q. 
A. 
You 1 re not making that suggesti(m? 
I steer l -c.i..ea:c 01: -- I doE'~ ;.;ant 
to -- I don't ev~n wa~t to touch ~hat. 
Q. 3ec::?.,j5€: .! t all seerr1s kind of 7agu~, iGU' re 
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talking about candy and these things, but it's kind of· 
related to something sexual and sometimes there 
is what seemed to be the connection .. 
A. Right. I understand what you're saying. 
It 1 s just -- just peculiar. It's unusual. I can't 
think of what the banana candy would be. And based 
upon her saying, "It feels like.your hand. You have 
to swallow something. It 1 s in his bed. It's the size 
of your hand. It's soft but you can't bite it." 
In describing it, I come --- I come short 
of trying to find a candy or any other food object 
that that would fall into place with. 
The other day, I was asleep on the couch 
and she stuck my finger in her mouth and started -- I 
don't know what to call it, but I said, 11What are you 
doing, that's not a hamburger? We only put· food in 
our mouth.u 
She said, "It's okay, mommy, I'll be good 
and I' 11 swallow. 11 ,Just things like that. I don't 
think that's normal stuff that & little girl would 
know about or talk about or be aware of that ·r:ind of 
information. 
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Q. And then back -- and Brian (Inaudible) has 
been appointed as the Special Master some time ago? 
A. November. 
Q. November? So worked with the tt-10 of you 
and that was to help you communicate; is that correct? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. So you send emails back and forth. You 
communicated at least by email and maybe even 
personally with Mr. Smith about all these concerns, 
about the gummy bears and the banana candy and --
A. I 1 ve talked in great detail with him 
multiple times about the rash and the irritation 
between her legs. There's probably five or si~ emails 
in regards to trying to figure out what that rash 
could be caused from. 
Q. Let me show you what's been marked 
as Exhibit No. l. These were attached, \•rere they not, 





So they're the sarn: emails? 
P.ight. 
THE COURT: Do you hci"Je one for Mr. r!art? 
He's been lsft oat again. He's going to get a 
comp le:-:. 
MR. W.?-LPOLE: (Inaudible) . 
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THE COURT: What number is this? 
MR. WALPOLE: No. 1. 
BY MR • W.~POLE: 
Q. So is this a sample or an example if --
THE COURT: Hold on. 
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Do you want me to 
make a copy of this? 
MR. WALPOLE: No, not yet. I've got one 
in the affidavit. 
BY MR. WALPOLE: 
Q. Is this an exa~ple of the emails back and 
forth --
TJh-huh. A. 
Q. -- between you and Mr. Smith to deal ·with 
the rashes with your daughter? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Jlnd to deal with the rashes with your son, 
with Ryan 
A. Yeah, I think -- yeah, where he had ~elts 
all over his legs one tirae and he had a burn mark on 
his 
Q. (Inaudible) topic, the deal with the 
ba!lana candy a:-d gD.!··nmy bears? 
A. Ne,, all of tha~, -che banana and candy 
~ars took ola.:s aft1:r ths TRO was ordered. So it ·,15s 
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the first of February. I think February 13th is when 
she told me about the banana candy, so it was the da~l' 
before Valentine's Day. So none of this was in -- the 
banana candy's not in there. 
MR. WALPOLE: Move for admission of 
Exhibit No. 1. 
MR. DRAGE: Your Honor, I object. Therers 
a lot of information here, a lot that may or may not 
be involved. And I've read this, a lot of this is 
self-served as far as questions posed, responses 
on having a {Inaudible} expect in sessions (Inaudible) 
information. So I want to object to it .. 
THE COURT: Are we talking about from a 
foundational aspect or the totality of it or --
MR. DR~GE: Both, Your Honor, 
foundation arid -- I'm pretty sure this involve emails 
between the parties .as weli. I've been CC'd 
on (Inaudible) on a file about this thick. So 
with (Inaudible) self-serve for foundational purposes 
and (Inaudible). I'm nGt exactly sure about 
(Inaudible), what was involved here. 
THE COURT: Mr. Walpole, response? 
MR. W~..LPOLE: "fes, Your Ho:-ior. 
Sh-9' s id~n~i fied that thsse are emails 
bec_.;eer. yours'9lf 2.nd her husband. She's testifi'=d 
82 000261 
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this is what they contain. Again, this isn 1 t the 
first time we've introduced them. They were attached 
to the affidavit so (Inaudible) familiar with what 
they are. I think it.' s important to show that she has 
communicated, she has talked with him_ And I'm going 
to lead up with another question and ask her what's 
been his reaction since {Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Mr. Hart? 
HR. HART: Your Honor, I don't have an 
objection or a position on chis. I'm going to let the 
Court decide. 
THE COURT: Do I understand that the 
emails deal with more topics than just what Ms. Smith 
has most recently testified to? 
MR. DR,.~E: Your Honor, we-' ve discovered 
the first page (Inaudible) tclks about returning·phoP.e 
calls, talking about preschool .. My client's asking 
about infonnation tram the preschool that 
she unilaterally put the child in. 
On page 3 of 6 it talks about (Inaudible) 
in past conversations. 
Page~ of 6 talks about another phone call 
that happened { Ir1au.dibl~) the departure at (Inaudible) 
store. I don't ~:1-:,•,,; ·,,hat kirld of pornography ;-re ha":~ 
here bu~ 1:hat is not w~ia": sh-: has ~estifi'=d to. 
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(Inaudible} work through (Inaudible). 
There's arguments about the dry skin and 
not dry, (Inaudible)_ Something here about Santa 
Claus, some more information about {Inaudible) on page 
3 of 9, {Inaudible). 
· And that's only the couple of emails, Your 
Honor. That 1 s just based upon how {Inaudible}. I 
haven't listened to each one. There may be 
{Inaudible) that co~versation, but there's a lot more 
to it than just there is a rash. And this is 
what (Inaudible). 
}IR. WALPOLE: Again, that's why we think 
it 1 s representative of the communications. Their 
cbjection is it's cherry picking. Cherry picking 
means you just ta}:e things out of context and give 
what we feel would support the case. Obviously not, 
it's (Inaudible) other things (Inaudible) 
representative of {Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Well, without without goirq 
through all of the ~raails, Ms. Smith has testified 
~hat she made multiple contacts with ~r. Smith about 
th~ subject matter. 
.r:. . nd ! gl!ess that one of the thirlgs I'm 
conc~rr~ed aboJt is therE: arie a lot of other materiel 
in here that isr! • t qer!7:ane to the topic that ~:e 'r'9 
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discussing today. And I don•t want to go through the 
exercise of redacting all of these emails. 
I think what I would prefer to do is 
simply highlight, if you will, because I don't want to 
get into a lot of the other materials that in theory 
could be part of what•s in here, subject matter 
regarding other issues that the Court might ultimately 
have to hear and I want to hear it in the proper 
context. 
So I think for that purpose alone, I will 
sustain the objection. I don't mind if you want to go 
through and highlight some items or if you want to 
specify that on certain dates they were talked about. 
There's just too much stuff in here that's not germane 
to what we're doing today. 
MR. WALPOLE: We can do that. We'll 
( Inaudible) . 
THE COURT: ~il right. 
MR. WF.LPOLE: We can do that at. a later 
time. We won't do that right now. 
BY MR. WALPOLE: 
Q. Based on least emaiis that you testified 
to and oral commanications you had with Mr. Smith, 
what's generallj' been his response wher1 you talk about 
~hi:se tr1in-;rs like the rashes er, you Y .. now, the gtl!Th11y 
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bears, the candy or -- all these things that you 
testified about both today and last time? 
A. When I talked to him via email, I clearly 
spelled it out. There was one in particular where I 
said, ' 1It looks like the doctor says it is aggressive 
rubbing. Let's rule out everything that it is. It's 
not diapers, it's not wipes, it's not soap, it's not a 
food allergy," listed 12 --
Q. That's what the email says? 
A. The email says. And I flat out said that, 
"The doctor says it is aggressive -- it looks like 
aggressive rubbing. It's not from poor hygiene based 
upon previous communications , . .re've had. What is 
hap9ening at your home?" 
And his reply back was, I think that one 
was, "Is it because I have rosacea or is it because we 
have a water softener or we don't have a water 
softener," but I don 1 t have a water softener -either. 
So it was thes~ vague, not really helpful and didn't 
seem concerned. He asked more on, . "Is she complaininq 
about it," than trying to resolve the issue. 
In person I asked him once -- she wanted 
to have yogurt up at !'"1is house and I'd been giving her 
yogurt at my house •,.;i th no rash. So : told him, I 
said, 11 ·tou kno·.-1, Rile:t w=ints to r:av:: yog:Jrt. 11 
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And he says, "Well, it's got dairy. 11 
And I just told him, "Well, you and I both · 
know the rash isn't being caused by dairy.rr 
And he got panicked for a second and then 
he got stoic and said, "Okay, I guess she'll have 
yogurt." 
After that, the rash didn't come back 
again. It's come back two other t.imes since then, but 
not on the frequency it was. But that's when she 
started talking about the banana candy. So I think 
that he realized that I knew he was sticking his penis 
behind her legs and rubbing her, and so he switched to 






You told him that specifically? 
Told him what? 
That you thought he was sticking his penis 
A. No. It's just the conclusion I drew, 
based upon t,is reaction when I brought it up. 
Q. The session wh'=re it l,..;as discussed about 
the gt.L.'iUTiY bears 
A. Yi:s. 
Q. what ~ras his reaction to that whefi you 
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He got an erection. 
How do you know that? 
I saw it. We came back in -- we'd been 
sitting in the other room and we came back in and 
there was two pillows on the floor and there was a 
blanket. And she picked up the gummy -- she picked up 
the pillow and there was five gummy bears sitting 
underneath it. And he got panicky, he was fidgety and 
wiggling all over the place. 
.And the counselor started saying, "Well, 
let's talk about whose bed this is. It's not your 
bed, it's not Mister's, it's not" -- Mister is Ryan 
"it's not Ryan's bed, it's not your mom's bed, it's 
not papa, it's not Scott's, itfs not nana's, who's bed 
is it?" 
;_11d he's saying, "vJ.ell, it's not mine, is 
it, Riley? It's not mine#" And then he sat back in 
his chair and I noticed that he had an erection. 
I crawled on the floor to pick up Ryan 
after that and I tried to point it ou~ to Becky, but 
after that -- Greg kind of always sat like this 
through the sessio~s away fro~ everyone. After that, 
he was kind of leaned over like this and contorted 
ldnd of funr,y I and so I do::' t l-:r,ow if she got ~ chance 
to see it. 
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When he walked out, he walked out with his 
coat standing right here, but I saw it before that. I 
was looking for it because two weeks earlier, during a 
session, he got an erection when he put Riley on his 
shoulders. 
Q. So what are you asking for to 
do (Inaudible)? You indicated you wanted a 
restraining order, that that specified 
specifically (Inaudible). 
A. I want my children protected. I want to 
Ynow that they're not going to be subjected to sexual 
abuse while being visited by their father. 
I 1 m not trying to take away his :rights. 
Like I said before, it's not about him. I want to 
know that they're safe and I want to know that no 
harm's coming to them. 
What the Court is capable of doing, I'm 
not sur~. I would like supervised visits to ensure 
that their safety is protected. If there's such a 
thing as a psychosexual test that -r•ve heard about, • 
think that that would be something that ;.;ould be 
beneficial to find out for sure if that's the case. 
I b"tow that. s~mething is happening to her. 
I kr,o·.-1 by ,_h~ '-.s.·- ph~1si.:al 1:vidi:n.ce, I know by the way 
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Greg. She is saying that d~ddy's naked. She's saying 
these things that indicate it to Greg. There's no 
doubt in my mind, which is why we' re here today. And 
it took me a long time to come to that conclusion, but 
I want the Court to help me protect my children. 
Q. The commissioner ordered that the test 
evaluator {Inaudible), psychologist, psychiatrist, 
whoever can do the psychologicals, found that there 
should b'= a psychosexual evaluation, that is your 
(Inaudible}. So you're asking {Inaudible)? 
A. Right. 
Q. And, as a result, show that there's some 
concerns and that there be therapy? 
A. I'm not quite sure what the normal course 
of action is, but, yeah, that makes sense to me. 
Q. So you just want to see a resolution to 
the problem? 
A. Yes. 
Q. F.n.7 other concerns or other things you'd 
ask the Court to do to try to remedy this? 
A. In regards to Riley or both children? 
Q. Bo-:h. 
A. Well, I have a lot of concerns for whether 
or ~ot Ryan's b~ing take~ care of properl~ up there as 
i,1ell. Do you want me to 1::;,:pand •:m that? 
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Yes. Yeah, I'm sorry. 
No, that's okay. 
Like I said on Friday, Ryan has been 
assessed with showing signs of autism, ·and he needs a 
lot- of help. I've got. four different specialists 
coming in on a regular basis to try and explain what 






We talked about the assessment --
Uh-huh. 
-- (Inaudible) diagnosis? 
Right. They don't do a full diagnosis in 
a child this young.· Plus, they don't want to put it 
on the medical records because it can change -- with 
aggressive therapy and help, it can change before you 
should really get that type of a diagnosis on it. 
Q. And all this has come up since the 
separation? 
A. Yeah. We found out in January. 
Q. Of this 1e3r? 
A. Uh-huh. And so there's just been things. 
Ryan's come home with big welts all over his arms and 
legs and just rlot being taken care of properly. He's 
come home with a big b~rn ~3rk on his leg once. He 
doesn't talk at all, so there's no way of him to be 
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able to communicate. 
Greg has never said "hi" or "goodbye" to 
him in the entire time he's done visits. He just 
doesn't seem to show much of an attention to Ryan or a 
care for Ryan. So I think that Ryan needs some~ne 
who's going to be there for him and help him and be 
there to help him through it. 
He's had Ryan wear poopy clothes that he 
sat in for over three hours and left him in those 
soiled clothes, rather than putting him in clean 
ciothes that were available to him. 
Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 












When did you take 
rebruary 20th. 
Of this year? 
Yes. 
-~fld who's that? 
. '-? l l.. 
That's Ryan's legs. 
And when -- what was the circ1Jrnstances 
A. ':1e'd just come back from r.hs Pri:sident's 
Day weekend at Greg's. :;:.rid I qa::re him a bath, and 
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when I went to take his clothes off to give him a 
bath, he had warks like this all over his arms and his 
leg~ and his stomach and chest. 
I emailed Greg asking what happened, and 
he came back saying that it looked worse than this 
when he got him on Friday, but I had a play date that 
day and Ryan ran around in a diaper all day so there 
was people th~t saw him and saw that he wasn't -- my 





On Friday before that visitation, did 
None, not even a pink mark. Not even a 
Q. So this is developed Friday and to when he 




Monday. And what was this rash 
1..1sually (Inaudible)? 
A. I think Ryan has a little bit of dry skin. 
~.nd instead of Greg talking to me or communicating or 
putting on lotion or Aqua 4 on him, h~ did something 
different. At least that's my hope. T don't know if 
it's so~iething worse t.han that, but that's ;ny hope, 
~hat th2.t's just ;-1hat it was. 
~)'an always comes b2d·: with. redder: narks 
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after there. He came home with a big burn mark one 
time that Greg said was because he put a corn bag on 
him, but ten hours later he still had the red mark. 
So obviously -- and Ryan's old enough to be able to 
move it off of him if it was burning him, so --
Q. So is this something that happens all the 
time with him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With Ryan? 
A. Oh, no, no, with Greg, he always -- he 
comes back with red marks a lot. 
Q. No, no, prior to separation, had he had 
these kinds of --
No. 
So do you know what it 1 s from? 
A. 
Q. 
A. Like I said, I'm hoping that :.t's just dry 
skin that's not being taken care of, or maybe instead 
of taking the correct measures -- h~ mentioned that he 
gave him a bakir1g soda bath. It might have amplified 
it, but simple Aqua 4 fixes it. I've told him that 
multiple times, b1.1t he still comes back with big red 
marks when he comes back frora Greg's, becaus'= he won't 
even put the Aqua 4 ~n him. 
HR. WP-LPOLE: I W'OUld rr.ove for a~ission 
of Petitioner• s £:,:hi.bit 4 (Inaudible) . 
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MR. DRAGE: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Hart? 
MR. HART: No objection. 
THE COURT: It will be received. 
MR. W..l\LPOLE: {Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Mr. Drage? 
MR. DRAGE: Thank you, Your Honor. 
CROSS EXAl:-fi'NATION 
BY MR. DRAGE : 
Q. I'm going to start in reverse order real 
quick and then t.•.tork our way back to what we talked 
about last week. 
You just testified that Ryan is showing 
signs of autism; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Greg was privy to that initial 
assessment; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then you just indicated you'-:-re got 
four specialists coming on different occasions. Have 
you prov·ided that list to Greg about the specialists? 
A . Greg was given the information at the 
.:..ntake .. 
Q. F>.t the intak.e. s~ wh~J a.re these four 
spe8iallsts -::hat are co~in:'.] ir-1? 
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A. It's the -- the person on. the intake form, 
I called and followed up with them and scheduled the 
people, based upon their recoITL~endation. 
Q. 
schedules? 
Okay. So have you sent Greg notice of the 
A. He hasn't followed up with me on any of 
it. 
Q. Followed up with you? You're the one 
scheduling the appointments. Do you not feel it's 
necessary to notify him, "I've got these appointments 
for our son Ryan at these times, be there"? Not 
asking do you w-ant to be there, but be there. These 
are these times. Give him the opportunity. You 
haven't done that. 
A. He's ~ot a child. He can take care of 
himself. If he ~ants to come, it's his child, he 
should be ~esponsible for it. 
Q. {In.audible} . Do you riot have joint legal 
custody of your two children? 
A. Yes. 
Q. A!1d :..s that joint legal custody based 
th,a parent plan you proposed or your first lawyer? 
I belie-:1e so. A. 
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Do you have a copy of it for me to look 
MR. DR14.GE:· Do you have a copy? 
MR. WALPOLE: I don't have one. 
BY MR. DRAGE: 
Q. Your understanding is you don't have to 
share that information -- I've looked at this, you 
don't have to share that information with Greg? 
A. That's not necessarily what I'm saying. 
Q. Well, tell me what you understanding of 
the parent is (Inaudible). 
A. Well, my understanding is he came to the 
intake, he was aware of the assessment. If he wants 
to follow through with it, he's been notified of it 
and he should be following through with the same 
effort that I followed through. 
Q. So w'hen you call and set appointments with 
these four different specialists to come to your 
house, you don't think it's important to keep Greg in 
the loop? 
A. Just as important as it is for him to 
follm•i through with it. 
Q. So it's entirely his responsibility. So 
you don't have to give him notice, it's his 
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responsibility to call the therapists and find out 
when you've set the appointments (Inaudible}? 
MR. WALPOLE: Objection, Your Honor. 
This has been asked and answered. 
THE COURT: I don't know that it has been 
answered .. 
MR. DRAGE: :t hasn't been answered, Your 
Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Well, answer the question, 
please. 
THE WITNESS: Ask it again, please. 
BY MR. DRAGE: 
Q. You don '.t think it's important, when you 
set times for these four separate specialists to come 
out and assess Ryan, that you don't send a quick email 
to Greg to say, "Hey, our sen has these specialists 
coming in11 ? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So he should be {Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So if something else comes up with 
Ryan, let's say his school, that it's Greg's 




Oh, so 7ou're (Inaudible) with the school 
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issues; is that correct? As a therapist, not a 
school (Inaudible). 
A. The same way I notified him about the 
assessment. 
Q. Okay. So our son -- the assessment with 





And since then, they've come back and said 
he had some concerns with your son; is that correct? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. And you have notified Greg of 
that information? 
He was there when they said that. 





Q. Okay. So since the assessment with. four 
· of the specialists, coming in and out on different 





And have you notified him of ~he therapy 
tactics or plans o:: what they' re thinkir~g to do with 
~~our son? 
A. H8 :ta:sn 1 t asked. 
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Q. So joint legal custody means to you you 
don't have to tell your husband anything about your 
son? 
A. Joint legal custody to me means that we're 
on equal playing fields and if I take an initiative1 
he should, too~ 
Q. Despite the fact that you (Inaudible)? 
A. Well --
THE COURT: Now we're becoming 
argurnentive. Move along. 
(Discussion h9ld off the record.) 
MR. DRAGE: I'm going to·have you -- Your 
Honor, may I approach? 
THE COURT: You may. 
NR. DR~GE: Does the Court have the 
Respondent's {Inaudible), it was submitted by Brian 
Duncan at the temporary --
THE COURT: What's the date on it? 
NR. DRll.GE: That was submitted by 
Mr. Duncan dated -- the last page is notarized 14th of 
July 2011. 
THE COURT: I think I have it. 
HE. DRF;.GE: {Inaudible) copy bt!t 
THE COURT: If this is the one that 1,•12.s 
fi.led with thi: Court, it was filed on the 21st, it .:.s 
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dated the 14th --
MR. WALPOLE: 
{Inaudible) . 
Your Honor, that one was 
MR.. DR.l\GE : We 11, he adopted -:-- we 
stipulated (Inaudible) part of the parent time. 
THE COURT: Maybe what would be the 
prudent thing to do is simply to have M.s. Smith 
acknowledge that that's her signature on it. I think 
it's page 8. 
HR .. DRAGE: If I may approach. 
THE COURT: You may. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, that's my signature. 
THE COURT: I think it's page 8. 
MR. DRll.GE: It's the last page~ 
THE COURT: It may not have a page number. 
It's.right after 7. No, it does have a page -- it 
does have a page 8, and it looks like it's at the top 
of page 8. 
NR. WALPOLE: {Inaudible). 
THE COURT: I see on the --
MR. DFF.GE! Your Honor, let me stop real 
quick. I just realized the therapist is still 
(In~udible). I (Inaudible). 
·-::"HE COURT: .She was to be '= ✓:eluded, even 
tr10:1gh her testiIT'.crLy ~led bt:en cor:clud':!d. In fact, we 
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had excused her, so you'll need to step outside at 
this time. 
MR. WALPOLE: She can't remain as an 
e;._-pert witness? 
MR. DRAGE: No, Your Honor. I've got 
serious issues with the way the therapy was all 
created in the first place so she 
THE COURT: Under the cirCl.1111Stances, I'm 
going to have her step out. 
HR. WALPOLE: I thought as an expert she 
could be in here, so ... 
NR. DRAG8: That's the only one I have on 
this, Your Honor. I (Inaudible}. 
THE COURT: Do you have a different one, 
Mr. Walpole? Let me see if there's anything that 1 s 
the one that was filed wit~ the Court. Wait a minute, 
here 1 s another one. I take it --
MR. W..~POLE: I think I have two so I'm 
not sure which one was -- is this one dated September 
23rd? 
TEE COURT: I have Mr. Drage 
MR. WF...LPOLE: {Inaudible) ,, 
THE COt.:RT: -:- haYe tht: one fil~d by 
-
! .. !r. Drage thc.t was !:'ecei-:1ed on th':: 15th of August. 
!-!R. DRAGE: Would ~r:at one be '!naudib.:e} 
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Mr. Duncan at that time? 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
THE COURT: Does the order specify? I'll 
look at the order right now while you continue to 
search through there. 
MR. WALPOLE: The order adopted the one 
that Mr. Duncan submitted. 
tvm.. DRAGE: We object to 'that or Kim 
actually drafted {Inaudible}. I believe that was 
submitted sometime in October. But Kim (Inaudible) on 
the intake, drafted an order. That order would be on 
the (Inaudible), so it should b~ -- it should be in 
there. Yeah. 
MR. WALPOLE: Okay. 
MR. DRAGE: It's paragraph 10, pag~ 3 of 
the order. (Inaudible) adopted {Inaudible) parent 
plan of che parties a copy of. which \•:as attac~1ed 
there. My copy doesn' r:.. ha1re that attached. 
WALPOLE: It appeared to be the same 
except for this page and ~his page, so I think the 
con~ent is the same. 
MR. D~.GE: Ye5h, it is the same. 
MR. WALPOLE: So, :1eah, I don.•t know. 
:-.1. f .... COURT: Well, tht:re's not a copy ln=.. 
a~ t=ched to th'= 0rdi:r t~·"t;.t' s submitted. 
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MR. WALPOLE: No. Ml; understanding was 
the co~.rnissioner already had it on file so she said 
we're going to adopt the one that Mr. Duncan's 
file (Inaudible). 
THE COURT: ~nd that makes sense. If 
that's the case, and the only one I'm seeing then is 
that one back frbm July, that was filed July on 
the 21st, it's entitled "Proposed Parenting Plan." 
MR .. WALPOLE: Again, I prepared the 
content and I think the only difference is Mr. Duncan 
sent me one that he had signed after the fact. So I 





BY MR. DRAGE: 
~il ~ight, then. Go ahead. 
If I may approach. 
"iou may. 
Q. Turn to page 2 of that parenting plan, 
specifically paragraph F. I'm going to have you 
review that form. 
A. "The parties should establish an.d maintain 
gqod communication and coope.rative relationship 
regardir1g the care of the children. st 
Q. Okay. P.  .nd then I• 11 have you turn to 
page 3, paragraph 10, and read that to the Court. 
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Paragraph Kor paragraph I? You have "I" 
Paragraph K. 
"The parties hold use their best effort to 
communicate and share information frequently regarding 
the children and to keep the other apprised of what is 
happening in the children's lives. 11 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. Can I h~ve you read paragraph M? 
"The parties should advise and e:~change 
information with each other concerning the sociai, 
religious tr2ining, education, health, welfare and 
medical treatment of the children, and where possible, 
consult and consider each other's input." 
Q. 
A. 
Paragraph N, will you read that for me. 
"Both parties should ad7ise and reasonably 
consult with each other about any nonemergency major 
or significant decisions affecting the welfare, 
social, ~eligious training, education, health, medical 
treatmerit or residence of the minor children, and both 
parties should ~easonably consider each other's 
ir~9ut." 
Q. Okay. 
MR. DRAGE: Can I approa~h (Inaudibl'=) 
th2.t? 
THE C0U?.T: . ·tes. 
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MR. DRAGE: I would just have the Court 
take notice of what's already been submitted. 
BY MR. DRAGE: 
Q. So you -- although there. would be join~ 
physical (Inaudible) with.Mr. Smith, more or less you 
had these kids a lot more than Mr. Smith? 
A. 
Q. 
I have them 20 days, he has them 10. 
Okay. So on a normal week, what's the 
parent time like (Inaudible)? 
A. He has them Tuesday night and every 
weekend. One weekend 1 s a short weekend, one weekend's 
a long weekend. 





And you're not working at all at this 







I work part ~ime, but I'm there d~ring the 
VtTnere do you work part time? 
! 'm w-::>rking Saturda'.l evenings. 
Tl:"1at' s it? 
Yeah. 
Q. Ol·:a:l - So you' re there th~ rest of ::b.~ 
time with the children. So 7ou'r~ the one that's kind 
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of orchestrating the care and the doctors' 
appointments for the children; is that correct? 
A. Always has been. 
Q. Tell me about autism. What's your 
understanding of autism? 
A, It's a long one. 
Q. It's a pretty big deal, isn't it? 
A. I -- it's a developmental, neurological 
issue that happens where a child isn't hitting their 
developmental milestones in certain categories, 
emotional, social, vocal. 
Q. 4!\bsolutely. So it's a pretty big deal? 
A. There 1 s a large spectrum associated with 
it, but yes. 
Q. Where would you say Ryan fits in that 
large spectrum? 
A. On the assessment, he was ~ated as severe 
in a lot of the categories. 
Q. Okay. So it's a pretty big, severe deal 
with Ryan? 
A. Which is why I told him about the 
assessment. 
Q. ~JJout the assessment, but the rest of 
the appo:.n.tments, tbi:: rest ':Jf the counseling, the 
therapy tcctics or 9lan? 
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A. He has not followed up or communicated 
with me about it. 
Q. But you haven't sho-wn (Inaudible) . You 
just testified you set these appointments. You just 
read specifically your parent plan that says you're to 
corrununicate frequently regarding medical, health, 
school. That doesn 1 t apply to you, in your opinion? 
A. I'm not saying that. 
Q. Well, you're not comraunicating with Greg 
on the issue, are you? 
A. He's not communicating freely with me· 
either. It takes two to communicate. 
Q. You seerrl to be {Inaudible) quite simply 
it means, Greg has the opportunity to ask you about 
these things? 
A. W~ll, the parent plan used the word 
exchange. E:•:change means a two-way conversation. He 
was aware of the assessment. rte was given the same 
informatio~ I ~as. He has not followed up with rr~, 
nor has he followed up with the intake people. 
Q. !'low do you know he hasn't followed uo with 
the intake people? 
A. ~f he follow~d up with the intake peopl~, 
~/OU wouldn't be asking ne any of the questions yo-..:.' re 
asking me :1ow. 
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Q. (Inaudible) ask me questions. You just 
{Inaudible) counselors coming and going for your son. 
A. Four specialists. 






Name them for me. 
Well, okay. 
There's Jolene that deals with speech. 
There's Karen that deals with 
developmental. 
There's Bill who deals with the 
psychological. 
And then there's Mike I haven't met 
with him yet, Mike Mark who deals with -- what does he 
call it -- deals with food and coordination and stuff 
like that. 
Q. Okay. So the intake people are people who 
just answer the phone and tell you what's going on? 
. A. No. Jolene was at the intake. Denise was 
at the intake. 
Q. The intake people that Greg is supposed 
to call and ~:eep in contact with? 
A. It.' s on the paperwork that he was giver,. 
So there's phone number 3.rld a contact information. 
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Q. So the one-page piece of paper that he got · 
at the assessments 
MR. DRAGE: 
THE COURT: 
If I may approach, Your Honor? 
You may. 
BY ~fR • DRAGE : 
Q. Is that the intake you're referring to? 
A. It's not the only piece of paper he was 
given, but yes, this is one of them. 
Q. What if Mr.. Smith testified that's the 
only piece of paper he was given? 
A. Then I think he would be lying. 
Q. Okay. Let's assume that's all he was 
given. Your son's in a pretty severe developmental 
problem (Inaudible), and you feel like you don't give 
any of this information because -- these four people 
and their in particular specialties. Can't you just 
send an email to him and say, "Here's Bill, here's 
whomever, this is his specialty"'? You don't feel like 
that's in {Inaudible)? 
A. If i~'s that important, chen he should 
have follo;.red throu-~h th-e same way I did. 
Q. E:Ye!l though the kids are with you all the 
time and you're setting these appointments? 
A. Even ~hough we have joint custody and are 
on even pla1 ing fields, yes. 
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Q. Okay. Let's change gears here real quick. 
I just read an email recently ·which y9u 
had provided Mr. (Inaudible} where you admit that you 
have been covertly recording Greg's parent time 
sessions for quite some time. Did I misread that? Is 




So as far as -- and you've been placing a 
digital recorder into the diaper bag or other areas 
with the kids and passing that off to Mr. Smith 
unbeknm-mst to him so that you can record his 













And this has been going on since October? 
No. 
How long has it gone on? 
I would have t"o look at the file to know 
What file? 
The file of 311 the recordings I ha7e. 
Okay. When was the first tim1:? 
. I do!1' t know. It d have to look at :ny 
file to find o~t. 
Q. =4:"JW ~2n? rec-:,rdings do 7ou have? 
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I would have to look at my file for that, 
Do you have them here? 
I do. 
Where is your file? 
On my computer. 
So you have more recordings -- can 
I assu11e you have more recordings, but you can't 
recall when you firsc started making these recordings? 
A. 
Q •. 
I haven't looked at the date, yeah. 
Let me put this into perspective. 
You first called Detective Swanner 




.A!-id you also told him, accordin•:J to the 
poiice report, that there's some weird things going on 
with your daughter and you think it's Greg's fault. 










How long will it take you to look through 
Ic would only take me a li~tle bit. If 
you want an appro:dmate time, I would say probably 
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Q. Okay. And I want an approximate nurnbe.r, 





That I've gotten the tape-recorder back? 
Yes. What you've actually received back. 
There might be six. 
Six? And Mr. Smith has caught you three 
times. There have been at least nine weeks of 
recordings where you put something in the diaper bag? 
Nine times. A. 
Q. Nine times. So once a week, twice a week, 
how often did you do that? 
A. Oh, I don't know. {Inaudible) he found 
recorder, it was really just --
Q. Who advised you to record Mr. Smith 
without him knowing? 
A. 
Q. 
I took it under my own advisement. 
Your own advisement, and you do realize 





Okay. &"1.d you choose to ignore the law? 
In this case, 1es. 
!n this case. Okay. So you both were 
0:1 th1:se nine separate occ.~sior:s, you 1 re admitting 
that right now, at least nine. 
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I'm going to have you look at your 
notebook. I want to know exactly how many. So is 
that something you can do right now without a problem? 
A. Sure. 
MR. DRAGE: Do you mind if I grab 
a (Inaudible), Your Honor? 
THE COURT: With your permission and with 
Mr. Walpole's consent. 
MR. DRAGE: (Inaudible). 
MR. WALPOLE: Yeah, I would object. I 
don't see why it's necessary .. I don't know that 
they're 9rivy to know what's in her notebook. And I 
mean --
MR. DRAGE: I'm not asking you about 
referring to it. I'm not asking for the notebook. I 
want her to recall, and she's specifically testified, 
she• 11 :r-•. now how many times and when she began 
recording illegally --
MR. WP.LPOLE: She's already testified to 
that. She said it was about nine times and it started 
in about January. 
THE COURT: If Ms. Smith has indicated 
that it's approximately nine times, Mr. Drage, then 
what would b'2! the point of looking at the r1otebook :er 
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MR. DRAGE: I think it's more towards 
when it began, because 
MR .. WALPOLE: The answer.to that is 
probably about January. 
MR. DRAGE: Well, but she said she will 
know more exact. And the testimony (Inaudible) she 
said around the November-December timeframe. It's 
very vague, two months. If she knows exactly when she 
recorded and she's recorded ongoing stuff. 
MR. WALPOLE: Because it's (Inaudible) 
THE COURT: Let me ask this: 
Mr. Walpole, are you ~amiliar with the recordings? 
MR. WALPOLE: No, I am not . 
THE COURT: All right. The Court's going 
to take a brief recess to let Ms. Smith and her 
counsel talk about this. ~nd also, I'm going to 
encourage counsel to consult tr,ith one another with 
~egard to the reco~ding to see if we can expedite 
handling this rratter without it necessarily t~king the 
Court's time to accomplish it. 
We' 11 b1: in ?:"ecess for appro:~imately 
15 minutes ·to d~ this. 
(A recess w3s taken.} 
T-HE COURT: :s ,:;,:;1..msel ready to proceed? 
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MR. DRAGE: We are, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. The Court's back 
in session. 
Let me first take -- do some housekeeping 
measures at this point in time. 
There have been some exhibits that were 
offered and received and I'm not sure if they 
inadvertently walked out the door. Exhibits 9, 6, and 
1, but for ease, if counsel will stipulate, I'll 
simply utilize the courtesy copies as those exhibits. 
We have those for 9, 6 and 7. Are counsel okay with 
that? 
MR. WALPOLE: (Inaudible), Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All rightt 
~.rid then 14, I think that's the photograph 
that's been offered but it's still over here. That 
has not yet -- I think -- was that offered? I'm not 
sure if it was .. 
MR. WALPOLE: It was. 
THE COURT: All right.· That's been 
recei ·.red. 
(2~titioner's E~hibit 14 was received into 
e,,idence.). 
THE COU~T: S:::, I i:hink we've taken ca.re of 
all -::he '?Zhibits that were offt::red and received. 
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MR. WALPOLE: If I could just ask the 
Court; the medical records from Tanner Clinic, what 
number was that? Do you have the -- (Inaudible). 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
THE COURT: Oh, I think I know what you' re 
talking about. Hold on just a second. 
MR. W.P.LPOLE: It's four or five pages. 
THE COURT: Is that Respondent's or 
Petitioner's? 
MR.. Wlll..POLE: (Inaudible} • . 
THE COURT: r•~ not sure. Let me see 
those. 
MR. WALPOLE: Because I know it wasn't in 
the originals {Inaudible; try to get the nUfCl.bers. 
THE COURT: So it's not 91 6, or 7. 
don't know that -- pardon? 




M,.q. WF.LPOLE: It could be 3 or 4. I know 
:. t ' s not No . 8 . 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
THE COURT: 'The only ones we had were th-= 
ones that were offered and received. F-r1d I •m r!ot 
sure, like I said, where 9, 6 and 7 -- and I've 
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provided my courtesy copies, but I don't-~ we don't 
have 3 and 4. Is it a letter or a specific report? 
MR. WALPOLE: It's a four-page medical. 
report. 
THE COURT: You know what, I think that 
was attached to the affidavit but it's not been 
offered. I have a recollection -- in fact, I was 
wondering about that. I don't have a recollection 
about that being offered. 
MR. W}\LPOLE: I think it was copied. 
M.,q_ DRAGE: Yes, it was copied 
(Inaudible) . 
MR. WALEOLE: But the Court does have a 
courtesy copy? 
THE COURT: No, huh-uh. I know that I 1 ve 
read it in the affidavit. 
MR. W.ALPOLE: il.11 right. Well 
THE COURT: Do you want that to be 
incorporated by agreement? 
MR. WPLPOLE: _ thought that I'd ask her 
about if it was ad~itted. 
MR. DRAGE: I have no objection, quite 
honestl:t, if we h2fi1e to come ba~k and (Inaudible) 
because we' T;s got the sarr..e -~ 
THE COURT: You have an '=:-:tra copy then 
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that we can utilize? All right. Let's just mark 
this, then. What number was that? 
NR. WALPOLE: I don't know. That's the 
problem. I don't have the original. 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
THE WITNESS: I can go back and go 
through (Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Well, can we just, by 
agreement, stipulate that it will be a new number and 
clear it up, instead of having to review the tape? 
How about No. 15 since you· just did 14? 
MR. WALPOLE: That's fine, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: We'll stipulate to the entry 
of Petitioner's Erriibit 15. 
.Are we ready to proceed? Mr. Hart? 
The floor is yours, or the podiurn is yours. 
MR. HF.RT: I'll use the microphone, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MR. HP-.RT: Your Honor, all the parties 
ad..~it and there are stipulations that you've agreed to 
preserve the issues and continue this trial without · 
dat~. And th~ parties stipulate to Mr. S~ith taking 
a psychose:--:ual that .:.ncludes EBG with (Inaudible), as 
they agreed upon the therapist, with upfront costs 
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being paid from the party's tax return. 
The office of Guardian ad Litem, just to 
note, would bs recommending the evaluation for 
Mr. Smith to the cusr.ody evaluator. So that would 
ultimately, I think, be the outcome. 
So for efficiency, we'll move forward to 
add that agreement to it now. 
Disclosures of the psychosexual evaluation 
will only be made available to counsel and the Court 
and to Ali Thomas, the custody evaluator. And the 
evaluation will commence immediately with Greg 
(Inaudible) u9date us. 
And, of course, addressing parents' time, 




Does Your Honor have any questions? 
THE COURT: I don't. 
Mr. Walpole, is that the agreement, sir? 
MR. WPLPOLE: 'i'hat's the agreement, Your 
THE COURT: Mr. Drage? 
M? •• DR...n..GS: Th5t is the agreement, Your 
THE COURT: A..ll right~ Now let me turn to 
Ms. S~ith, you've heard the presenting 
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made by counsel on the acJr..nowledgements. Is this, in 
fact, your agreement, are you willing to be pound by 
it? 
MS~ SMITH: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
Mr. Smith, you've heard the presentation. 
Are you willing to be bound by this? 
HR. SMITH: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: And is it, in fact, your 
agreement? 
MR. SMITH: It is. 
THE COURT: }Ul right. With that in mind, 
Mr. Walpole, if you'll prepare an order on this. The 
rnatter will be continued without date and I' 11 look 
forward to hearing from counsel. Court's in recess. 
Thank you. 
MR. WALPOLE: Is it okay if we discuss 
the order with the parties? 
THS COURT: I think that's appropriate. 
MR. Wtl-LPOLE: Okay. 
THE COURT: The only thing I understood 
that there was to be limitation on the disclosure was 
the psychosexual. Is that correct? 
MR. WALPOLE: That' s ,::orr1:ct. 
TRE COURT: Okay. 
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MR. WALPOLE: Thank you: 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MS. SMITH: Your Honor, (Inaudible)? 
THE COURT: Oh, sure. In fact, the 
bailiff will do that because one of those has been 
received into evidence, I think·. And maybe that 1 s 
where our missing papers are. · I think so. Give that 
to Mr. Walpole just to make sure. 
MR. WALPOLE: Oh. We may have found the 
rrdssing exhibits. She may have some at home. 
MS. SMITH: So do!l't mark {Inaudible). 
NR. WltLPOLE: Yeah, you have this on 
{Inaudible}. So we'll get those 
THE COURT: That's not unusual. That 
tends to happen in those kinds of circurnstances. 
MS. SMITH: {Inaudible). 
HR. WALPOLE: 01""..ay. 
THE COURT: All right. Thanks, folks~ 
Doesn't the photo --
HR. WFLPOLE: The one ohoto was ~ 
{Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Oh, all right, we've got it. 
!The recording conclud'=d.} 
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STATE OF UTAH. 
ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
I, LAURA THOMPSON, Transcriptionist for 
the State of Ut~h, certify: 
That the foregoing transcript of 
proceedings was taken down by me from recorded mediUJn; 
that the statements of court and counsel were recorded 
by roe from recorded medit1"n, all to the best of my 
skill and ability; 
I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am neither 
counsel for nor related to any party to said action, 
nor in anywise interested in the outcome thereof. 
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Teri Smith . reported her daughter, Riley Smith . . , _ ..,·, , . c~e home 
after a visit with her fathe~,-Gregory Smith ( with a ·swollen vaginal 
. areaf.· :='l'ei:i· described the area •as•-pink·on the outside and red on the inside. 
Teri ~tated Riley told her that•Riley's mouth hurt because Gregory puts "his 
fingers inside her mouth.~ ... Teri . stated there was no observe injuries in tlie 
mouth at this time. Terf· stated Riley would not tell her about eitber····the _ 
redness in her vaginal area·or·the incident with her mouth hurting: ,I contacted· 
Karen Stillings, with CJC, to inform her of the case. Karen stated based on the 
info;mation I gave her and tp.e.-past cases with Ri~ey being unfounded;at.this 
time,. to have Riley come in on ·o~/16/12 for an examination. I will: fo~ard .•this 
case to detectives for actien. ~;•This case will re.main active. r took ho further 












On ·04/15/12 at approxi·ma~ely: 2()"40 ,hours, I: attempted contact with.-T:e;-f ~]?lith. ( · · by phone tn rega.rds to a sexual offense case again~t-:he.r · : 
daughter, Riley Smith , who was assaulted by her ·father~ ii~egory 
~mi th t. :>b 11/22/75) • · · ·· · ... 
Teri did not answer the·pho~e.and I left a·mess~ge for her to ~ail -the.poiice·· 
department back. I left .. the, ~as.a open due to the.: nature of the :ca~~ . · .. ·· _. 
. . 
. . 
At approximately 2193 hours:,. I .contacted Teri by :phone after she called· Dispatch 
stating she was now avai~~~e.~•.. · ·. · · · 
Prior to calling Teri ~ga;i~•/ I contacted. Dete.cti:ve Jones, who sta.t!3p.. he. ll~d 
mul'tipl.e ·cases with Teri- .:q.Dd 'Ril.ey, and .as of .now .all h'ave been )i.n1:o1i~ded 
because 0£ lack of evidence·. ·D~tective Jones ·stated if it was a. medical . · 
em~rgency to have Teri tak.e ~ Riley· to the emergency ~oom. Detec"t:i t.e. :a~~es. ::itated 
if. it.was not an emerge~CY~:·to·;.ha"'(e Teri ~et up. an appointment with,:K~.re.?- · 
Stilling a~ the CJC cent:$r~·-=,.. · . . ·.. . · . · .. : · •. _.:,:.: 
. . ... : ' 
I asked·"Teri to explain what had occurred. Teri ·stated her da-qg}lil;!r; .Riley, and 
. s·~n, Ryan •.smith ( , h bad com~ home from a visit· from·thei-.z: fq.ther' s 
·11:0µ~~~ ~regory, o.n today's date~· Teri stat~d thei~ visit was.fro~ Friday, April 
.13th, at ·approximate+y :po(> :hours, to today's ~ate _at· 1900 ho~~s. ~ -~· . 
Teri. ~ta;ted ane noticed Ri.ley:-C·s, :hair· wa'$: wet and ·~sked Riley ·if· she :·h.q.d taken a 
sn.ower-: Teri" stated before lul-ey coul~ an~we~; Larry Smith ( . . • · 
thefir ·gra~cµ-ather,. stated the.· )ci_ds w~re.<outside playing and g~t di"rty .s9 Riley 
·took .a ·shower; . · ..... · ··. . · . · : . . . ; . . : · 
· Teri stated she notice~ .)ler:·~two:..year-ol~ son q:td· not take a shower~ ~n(g h~: 
usually plays in the dirt. · · ·· · . . · : · · -~. · . , 
: ~-- . . ·. 
Teri stated after Larry ha~ lett, Riley stated she was not playing:outside.· 
.. 
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. .Incident Report . ~ . .~ · · Page:.· 8 
CONFIDENTIAL~Of~icial rec9rd-df~the Layton Police -Oepar;ment. 
:··ru·rther · dissemination ·proh'ibi ted by law.·· ·· · 
. . . . . . . . .... ·: . .: . . . . . . . . . . . ,-: . . . ;, . . '. ·. . ., 
,..~ .. ·_.:.~~ri µad admitted ·to .. h.er ·,:tnat 'slie was --ipspectitig ~ile.y• s .v~.g~n.a···wh·en·)1he; ; . .. 
:::_. ·.):eturned from vis:i:ta'ti~n:.,,wlth. G . t·~g .: ·:.T~·rL confirmed that :she=.wa~:');oPl.dng. on. tlie· .. 
. _-:.: /o_utsid~ -a~ .. w_e_ll fi~!.:i.li~ic.te:· ?f ~~r. v~gi_na :•Jo:r ·signs of ,red.I_le_s~·: .. -~·:~aj:~.n .. ~t~te,d·~-~h~~- · .. 
..-~\·::•:•s.he_ ~id not -exam Ri.ley,;~l'jat.day: ·I<~ren--at!vised me tha-t sbe wq)ilq. ;g~t:-~e a.~·cop.y,: · :,:. 
-;.·:::_:. ... bf· her report as· soo'ri ·as.:ft:··was ... complat'ea~~<-:?·:· .: } .. ::·~-:-.?,,, :·• .-.··.- , ~ · .. :. · :~'.·_.: 
~-~~ .. :::• . . · .. : .. t .... ·.:•::·:·.'.:.. . :· .... .♦ .·~-.:::t.~·;? ♦ : •• • :-.~-,:·, .. :;·::::;:•_.::,~.:•.·~:· •• >: .. ::!: .... ~ ... ~. 
:~}r.))_n::·•<!4./1 .. ~!12:, I :ag~~~~--~3.:r~u~~~d>-~~-i.~{i~~~~~-~-.(·.-~.i-tl;i D<?~'?: /·· ~a~~~~~·(:~-~is~ri{ ;:_ ·.- ·. :: ··? 
..-.• < :-fiµi:1.ng that -c~nv~r~at.:»0n·.~·~ · As' we· tal·ked·:.about. th:1.s l.JJ.Cident·, ,:t: i•eax.:n.ed -t~a't .. ttie-.- -#. 
·.;:'· .. :,.:ihfo.i:matioii- Tei:i ·hai(~~ov.i~ed· to·· ~ren:t.6It;.~l)e pre:vious- ·t-fonda-y·•~Was: a:,l:l• -:: .. :.~.• -.·: ~-· ···~:-
.:.:.~\!{.i:iifo·rmation Jan'el:l-•JaQt{:(1/:li~d'· ~;eaa.y .. -tfi&\in;.:ahout: . Ka,re1Y •l11 &£.in~a·;-u~-.:~1: \,:~he . : . ::·.~,. .:_::-. 
:;_- .. :::~::fi·fto~ation apouf tb:e:~sh· ·.on: Riley~•~:~-~~fi'%'t°~:lti..and Teri:'.s -~~~-~:if-=-f~:~i;p.~ ·. ·:•.:·.-··. _:·· .. / 
=.~ :..:;.~~q-~tma~pl_qgbit .a~4-~P-~-~---~A~ tecci~en.d~i-~:.l:ij:-:~~P~; ·o~~to;r. _..:Th~.s-~:An•t:C?,:*~-t;t.a·:µ·.~~·s .. ; :=;::.:·:.:-
: .. -{~: _\.a;·;t·~-~ .J9iown from. '-the .. ·;t9n;s;~:t~ .o~t-·~l.41S i?~~5>~~g~t:ron: Kax:~n ~~~-~~~;--~!i,J:1:·~~e. ~aua,d~_;··~\.· 
:.·:•. ,£ c~nt~ct Dr. Chec.~eJ:~s-~i;c-<:1::,talk:•wi:.i;fi-~h~-nr.~-~l>C:1'?-t ·nis obser~a'tl:~o:n\;?g~,:~~~ey_:wben:~-·~~ ;:-·:: !~re~~~~ed hel:: ra~~-~-·-;\-=/1l?\:/·.=~~:·.-~·?=~·--;.>;:.<\t?::} .. t·~-·:; . · .- .. ·.=t\·~~-rt~/tJ/t·t~·<~~::/:·:?:~::t~ .. 
·.:iy ·.~;~~t'¢r: that day ~-r:en,·~-~i:~~lf.t.~d.\~~ :.~Y. ~]j·~-~~~ -:a~,d·: advised m~·- ~~~:.-::~)ft:~tj.Ji:~t s_po)se~· ;~::;1/:: 
i:·-~;-._w1;tn·: Dr. .Cq.ecke:t•t~ .-.~Y.:·~pl}~n.~;~·. ---~~~~ti,.:~~~.o~e·d.:·tb~t or: Ch7-C:k.~~~=-~.~~-~~-~v~~-:~01..d'-.•.'.: ·· .. 
. • "':'_.·\~~e.ri t:bat the rash::.-wa~/"'iluer:!.fo-. rubo1rigr;'bUtl,.lli.ay· .. be an irr·1 taitt \ra:sli~;;•:·.•.-~a.e: '{al':S'O' ·:• •,•· .~·--
\\:·. in\~ijd.oned that tbe:•,i~:~~~~; pe-::sa~: .. ¥!i=f.=onttjte,;_ =t:li~~y fleshy_ p_ai~/~#.*.'P.~·:.j$.µ~):o:Ck.~::-~~ .:: ·: 
..: ....... ·h •. •fl'" • d ..,. . . •. , ., , ,&1.,.;.·· •• "4: • .. ...... :;.-\.;..• .• • ...:11::.. ....... • ..... .- , ...... :,·-i· '·t . , -: . - . .. .• ·,• 
,i:.,/•r-::: .. ,r :·:agina. a~ . Q_~-g~,.···l!E:,7~:::;~~.e.:~0-.1. .. ~Y- _.~~.fP..(::~ .-r~':-Luess •. · ... ·,. ,:-.: .1 ·:,'- .-;,··.-.:;. ':·,•.::/: • ,,_. -:·--~'. ~ •. -.. :~•.-. 
• •• ,, ·,~ ••• ·,···~ • 111 ,· , .... •~.,~:;-:-,• .,~·.•,;.,..• :·. •·• '•1··: • ..•. '":. • "., .. -t:_ .. ;,• •• • •• ~ ,. • .. • •' ~-,::..-:.-\" ',;1•·•,tr, ... •::·-..•~ •¼'!;•·• .. -...,..1. ~•~•\,• :-• ., ::•. }ti)iiren ,al-so infobUe·a~:-rii~?~~at~·-·~'li{?:'1i'acF~s~·d~e:ti: ~itli' Teri aboii-1::.'th~~·~'i6:~~ir~;~;;~1<:,· 
;I~~~ ~2weI:J:° .·and ·cortfro:n1;.ea:_·:'.1ier~~b·ot1~:·cfii,ii.·i;,w·i.s~g-:·:trt·:;seatement)J: -,:o···~)(~ft~\~iit,iear'';-in:' :: ::: 
~·:?~: \lie:rl~•-:favor;. . · I<are.~---~~~~~i·a.'~~ci:€~~8t'1-~. :tli~:Ji'O°b :~a\J'e much 'of-'' a· ~~~~~p~h~~~~\~fS)'l'e-.:~tb1:j:t~·.J.i,:; 
~-.;-~_i"·~.~·.1!fd·.)tha!, $he di~ _'jl}t~f~~J.=;;':tn)(t:·.~:~!:~~~~(j.~·::-t.~~:.-:~~st in~~1:~$f\p'~--~\rl1~Y-•.~~q_:·l;ir!;~~;-a; ... •: ~.· 
~::r:•::.exan11:nat100 or swab.s~·1:t;a~E!n·,•-an: ;i:•:tta..t:-'t·t11re=;· :: · ·. ·: ·•:• • · . · -. ;\·\ .. : }·:; ~-.. 'S···X-~·:1;·/.._;. = -.•• : -~;-_ .: .. :·-\~ i~t:.::_;.,\_:· :· · .. · . . •_;: __ . :~./::P:..'-rf:i\-·-.i~:(._;,:-_:· :::·-,::\:.:-~:/;.<;;it;:~ ~. ?· .; ,· · ·. · ··: ·· ·.: J)?!:.' f /}~:~{::-~--- -~·::{)' \~-:~_ .·· :.,;-:.-,._ 
: ~::••: .::-~ft~i· "f.e•. ~ad ret i1;·w.~j;~t~~~-~\iq~Jq.e·n:(-~ai;]/~~!·. _-t:ba t. day wi ~h :'9~o'::~~::~9.:,ci;~~~~'i:in±·~ed:-/: 
~-~:J:· :..:.".tt(e-; ~hil d iro-tec.t::J;-V:l:! ·...S.eJ;V.).Pes-·•. ( c,;is l ~··s:h_o~d- .evaluate. a 11 · of . tne'.,.J:n;:f:ot:m:~t-itia: J:;b.·~::- :i. •• 
;i'=.)?}.lasf·:. :t:~bh)~~nh'?l~ld_ lec:teta~'.!1\:t9~1t~<?lef~·ji~d~· -~~~~$-~~!·\1~: it· wpuld'CbP~S,. -!~t:/:9:1t;~h-~i::_'~~elrd·~!Jt ·::_··:= •. : 
1;:~~::-:.0 . · e- c ;a: ren.· o::,-ta.ve·;~.1.£~:·.:~emov.e . • .. ~.x:.om:-.. :1.ex.:i: -s cai:e. . : .~ -a,~e~•:.'·~ -.~2'···.wou· .,. ··-: •: 
;:~:,;·J5;re:v.t,e·w the· ioci'dent/and: make :·.t.liat.· 'dete~p.tion:. · .. ·.~ ~~~~.:?.:· ~.t-.."'~•-~'.· _ _.•._.: ... ~. ·.•·:- . .-.-· ... ~ .... ~ it-::-.1:-. ./·} ..... :.·· . :: ... ·~=.·:.:t~.½.,,•:-::ff.:~ ~-... :··::-- :•.:.=• .... ;·:·;:.;.~~ .. ~;t· ... :·-~ : •. : · · :. -~•::;•,::\•./·~-::~':'1-::-~(.·.~-v--···,--.::\• ~/ ::·:·::•. 
~ ;:~~:This i:tl~ident. wfi'1::::f~~iK;f~.ctl-V~~•:t9~·s~e:~:if .. :;Teri · .. .reports' anotii~•f;.~fieic~:~use: .: >, ~ .. ,., .. :•.; 
;Ci':' .. =~pc¼~e_n.t whet) ~1~·:~~·.:~ai(:.i.~t~:fi~ ... :~is·:it.~ti~~- o~ .0.4./2:9.,f;~:2f~:~:li~:.:~~--.. ::. ·. \.? .:::-~ :. ;·:~::y-: .. -infe)j'oatior:i:, .that':jfa:~.: Qj:>:t:ai!D~O ·:'.by~/Offi.~r \.Bim~le:. •Will be· comb·~<;1,;:~-idr~~'tij·i-s.·· •· •· ♦-,:· • .-:\·::·/ 
~: )\!i;iJi'ide.D:t.. At the'"{t-fnie,·~9£ttlii::S.~!t.~PO.~~\:~I:/liad· ·:n.t?· _fµ:r:ther ·infor~aJf91.fi~~-:--~gq;~.' .. n-o:: .. , .. -~ 
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